trail seeks student input on fee increase proposal
by torn pantley
After its Tuesday passage through the Student Senate, the proposal for a
hike in student activity fees must go on to the Board of Trustees' Finance
Committee. Thus Gary Schinnel, student representative to that committee,
appears to be the only student outside of the Senate who will get a chance to
vote on the proposal. Schinnell has some concerns about the rate increase, but
if he votes against the proposal, Schinnell may no longer be a member of the
committee.
Last Friday Schinnell raised some of these concerns to student senator

•

Paula Plamondon who passed them on to ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach. At
that point Plamondon reports Gelbach, "hit the roof," and declared that
Schinnell would be out of a job if he voted against the increase.
The Trustee's Finance Committee•meeting will be held on November 26,
but Schinnell is still undecided as to how he will vote. His major concerns are
that the students in general were not asked their opinion, and that he feels
student government has not adequately demonstrated a need for an increase.
Schinnell feels that student government does not want the students to vote
on the issue of an increase in student activity fees, stating, "there was a
concerted effort to keep it away from students".
Proponents of the increase cite that it will bring activities fees in line with
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Schinnell feels these reasons on their own do not warrant the extra money.
He would rather see the increase tied to specific programs that are keyed
from demands of the students. He stated, "Let's not start in the middle and
work out in both directions - we should find the interest before we create the
programs". Schinnell summed up his criticisms by saying, "I looked for
redeeming value, but didn't find it."
As to how Schinnell will vote next Wednesday, he states that the student
survey in this weeks' TRAIL will be the determining factor. "A lot will depend
on input from the survey," he said.
Schinnell does not know if the Senates' feeling about the increase is the
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other schools, and that there has not been an increase in a number of years.

same as students'; "it is imperative to have student input," he closed.
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senate approves asups fee hike
by liz code

did not include the sale of alcohol previously in the code

18th Student Senate meeting was the question of the

as the University's rules. This addition should lessen the
implication of the University in any civil suit concerning

a resolution to raise the ASB fees beginning the academic

such a subject. There was suggestion that the subject be

year '76-'77 from $18 to $25 a semester. The Senate did

referred to committee, however after much reiteration and

not feel that since the proposition passed as a resolution,

general discussion, the Senate voted to include the clause.

which in turn goes to the Board of Trustees for a final

There was only one committee report, and that was

vote, a vote of the students was needed. In response to a

the Finance committee, but by that time Becky White,

comment made by Joe Opray that he would like to have

the committee chairperson had left and Gelbach had to

the students know what is happening with this piece of

give a brief synopsis. Generally, the funding for KUPS for

legislation, ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach, brought out
the point that though he agreed that the students should

spring was postponed, there was a suggestion that BSU

know what is going on, the Senate is responsible for
balancing the budget. He also added that this increase was
to cover the ASB's anticipation of future needs.
The next discussion was proposed by Dean John

did not receive funds, and also a possible funding

udents are urged to let their government officersknow
how they feel about the increase in fees. Pleaseclip out this survey
and send in to the TRAIL office, on the second floor of the SUB.
Results will determine how the students' representative to the
Trustees' Finance Committee will vote.

Yes

No

activity

Do you favor the proposed st
increase?
Why or why not?

Tamanawas After this brief finale, the Senat€

1

adjourned.
Gelbach announced that next week's meeting would
be held on Monday with President Phibbs to discuss the

Conduct Code section II89 to "For sales of drugs

Do you feel that an incr
fees are needed? c

too many permanent professors

If so, how much?

English in reference to changing the University Student

=mar

(including alcohol), narcotics, hallucinogens." The clause

The most important issue discussed in the November
raising of student body fees. The 'motion that passed was

II=11 111.17

University budget.

tenure a failure, alternative proposed
by anna hibbard

departmental recommendations, letters, instructor's

Success is often measured in numbers. But at UPS, the

statement of class goals and faculty evaluation (by

large number of tenured faculty indicates the University

students.)

tenure program is not successful.
In effect, tenure is an insurance of a faculty member's

the tenure granting precedent set at UPS will mean that in

right to hold his academic appointment until retirement.

several years only 7 of the total 168 UPS faculty will not
have tenure.

According to University Dean Tom Davis, the purpose of

This is a problem, explained Davis at a recent Faculty
department chairman meeting, because the university may

views without fear of reprisal. If retained as an instructor

stifle it s instructor flexibility. UPS needs a constant infux

at UPS, after the 6-year probation period explained Davis,

of new ideas and professors to adjust to the changing

the teacher has permanent tenure and his service can be

needs of its students, he said. Agreeing with Davis that
the university must maintain a dynamic academic

terminated only with "adequate cause," exempting
retirement for old age and unusual financial exigencies.ln
the sixth year of employment at UPS, an instructor
undergoes tenure evaluation. This evaluation, conducted
by the Faculty Advancement Committee, includes
examination of many criteria i.e. colleague and

was

According to University Dean Davis, continuation of

freedom; a tenured instructor can espouse unpopular

the tenure system is to provide professors with academic

Do you feel that a vote the
needed on this issue? r

freshness,

Should increased monies be used to fund new
programs or existing items such as Crosscurrents,
dubs and organizations, campus flicks, etc.?
out the increase or about student government in

the department chairmen concurred that

something must be done.
Davis then proposed a system of "visiting professors."
These instructors, said the Dean, would be employed by

continued on page 2

Deadline for submitting the survey is 6 pm Tuesday November 251
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faculty senate approves
ad hoc curriculum recs.
by paula plamondon

Educational goals for the University and limits on unit requirements for
bachelor's degrees were approved by the Faculty Senate at its November 17
meeting.
The adopted portions of the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Curriculum
Committee also include a policy of program, department and school review of
their academic offerings with regard to the objectives of the University and a
policy on courses offered for the non-major.
Section I, titled General Considerations, emphasizes a liberal education as
one that specializes in a field but provides enough flexibility to allow
exploration of other fields as well as familiarizing the student with
contemporary society: Providing the student with the opportunity to learn for
a lifetime, not just to be educated during his or her stay at UPS was a major
point of the committee recommendations. Section I also sets the tone for the
rest of the recommendations by saying that they are minimum demands of a
liberal education and additional exploration of other fields should be
encouraged.
Section II contains Educational Goals for the University. The reference is
that the curriculum of the university should be directed towards providing the
student with the ability to think logically and analytically; the ability to
communicate clearly and effectively, both in writing and orally; intellectual
autonomy and the accompanying capacity to learn independently of a formal
educational structure; an understanding of the interrelationship of knowledge;
familiarity with diverse fields of knowledge; solid grounding in the special field
of the student's choosing; and a set of personal values.
Under Section III A, Curriculum Review, each program, department and
school would review its course offerings to meet the educational goals of the
University. Revision would be encouraged, if necessary, to address to the goals
as well as to the broader concept of a liberal education.

Providing the student with an opportunity to learn for a lifetime,
not just...during his or her stay at UPS...
Section III B would make it mandatory that each program, department and
school "design at least one course suitable for, but not restricted to, the
non-major, for whom that course may comprise the sole exposure to the

A sundial, located in front of McIntyre Hall, was recently donated in the memory of the late Thomas Milligan, the first
Cooperative Education Director. It was given by his mother,
photo by rick anderson - trail staff

tenure

continued from pagel

the institution on a 3-year contract; they would not be

"What if the new instructor is a tremendous asset to
the department and we want to keep him more than three

considered permanent career faculty and would not be

years?" asked another worried professor.
Davis responded that the instructor could be hired

eligible for the tenure system.

only when

Each department, Davis explained, with more than

a career faculty position opened in the

department.

two faculty positions would employ a "visiting

Other professors expressed a concern that this system

professor." And departments of more than nine persons

of constantly rotating positions might create a weakness

would have two such instructors.

in a particular department section.

The proposal was received with apprehension by many
of the department chairman.
Davis assured the professors that this new policy

Geology professor Norman Anderson summed up the
situation: "we have to maintain a certain amount of
'fluidity' in the faculty."

would not effect instructors currently employed by the

Since the size of the faculty is not growing, few

university. It would, he stated, go into effect next fall

instructors are leaving the institution and an ever

when new personnel are hired to fill the vacant positions.

increasing number are being granted tenure, Anderson

With three position openings in the Business and

said, a solution has to be found. He suggested that

Public Administration Department, Dr. Robert Waldo,

perhaps there were alternatives to the "visiting professor"

Department Chairman, queried: "Which position will be a
three year contract position?"

idea— such as an increased sabbatical leave program or a

field ... " It was expressed that the intent here was to offer something about

more vigorous system of faculty exchanges.

the field to a non-major who might not take another course in that field, but
who would benefit by an exposure to it. The intent is that this course would
be different from an introductory course.

Section III C of the original Ad Hoc Curriculum Committee
recommendation submitted to the Faculty Senate in early October called for
no more than nine units to - be required in any major and no more than three
additional units in the major or related or supporting fields was recommended
to be granted beyond the requirements. Exceptions to these policies would
have been granted only in cases approved by the Dean of the University and
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the Curriculum Committee of the Faculty Senate. As adopted on Monday, this
was amended to be the requirement of no more than 10 units in any major

A NEW BEGINNING

and no more than 18 total units in major and supporting or related fields.

Look no further around
you for answers. Look
within yourself; with
in your mind. YOU
posess the power
to control
your lifel

Additional units of credit in both major and supporting or related fields will
be credited the students with no limitations placed on the students except the
completion of general requirements for graduation. Exceptions to the number
of unit requirements for degrees placed by departments, programs or schools
on students will be permissible only with the approval of the Faculty Senate
itself.
The remainder of the committee recommendations will be taken up at the
next meeting, scheduled for November 24. Still to be discussed are
justification for courses and requirements, core requirements for bachelors
degrees, requirements for transfer students, the academic calendar and credit

CREATIVE AWARENESS
is now accepting members
throughout the U.S. to
further explore the
'powers of the mind'

values and the implementation of the proposal. If adopted, the revised core
requirements, calendar and credit changes would become effective in the Fall
of 1977.

english honors eight
Initiated Thursday, November 20, achievements in undergraduate,
/ into the local Kappa Nu chapter of graduate, and professional studies in

MEMBERSHIP
INCLUDES
Introductory

Cassette Tape

Sigma Tau Delta, the National the English language and literature;
English Honor Society, were Janice to provide cultural stimulation to the
Mansfield, Joann Nina Miller, college campus through the local
Elizabeth Code, James Tindall, Beth chapter; to furnish community
R iebl i, Gerry lanuzzi, Michael interest within English departments
Redley, and Linda Woodson.
through the local chapter; to impose
With 160 chapters in the US, high citizenship responsibilities; and
Sigma Tau Delta's objectives are: to to encourage creative and critical
confirm distinction of high writing.

BOB'S TOTUM MARKET
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite
Your Neighborhood Food Center

6th & Proctor Ave.

A U.S Directory
of Members
Three(3) Workshop Seminars
Yearly with Special Membership rates
MONTHLY TAPES OFFERED ON SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP ON SUCH TOPICS
WHICH INCLUDE .
Creative and Positive Thinking In Depth Concentration
Astro Prbjection The 7 Planes New Spaces
Eastern and Western Philosophy

INTRODUCTORY OFFER/MEMBERSHIP NOW ONLY $10
As a member I understand you will mail me
each month an information card on next
months tape. If I do not want that selection,
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card
back. I will only receive the selections that
interest me and I have prepaid for. I understand the card must be mailed back within
10 days.
CHECK HERE IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO
BE LISTED IN THE DIRECTORY ID

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP
OCCUPATION

STATE
PHONE

COLLEGE
Mail to

CREATIVE AWARENESS INC.
5030 Paradise Rd. Suite A-103
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119
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has professorial tone

novak predicts revolution
by karl ohls
"There is a widespread misconception that American history has by and
large unfolded in a peaceful, gradual way, without profound upheavals of a
violent and revolutionary character. This picture ... disregards some
fundamental facts ... in reality revolution has been as American as apple pie."

George Novak, a respected socialist philosopher, spoke to about 80 people
in McIntyre 006 Monday. Novak has been active in the Socialist Workers
Partyfor many years, he attended Harvard, helped Trotsky after his exile from
Russia, is the author of many political works, and has been extremely critical
of repression in the Soviet Union.
Currently on a speaking tour of northwestern universities. Novak gave his,
a socialist's, view of the bicentennial. It differs, he said, from that of the
capitalists and rulers of America who "prefer to honor the revolt of two
centuries ago as something sagely buried in the past, which brought great
benefit to their propertied predecessors.
- We (socialists) want to learn from the men and women of 1776 how to
prepare and promote the coming socialist revolution.

"We've experienced two gigantic upheavals in the past 200 years ... it
wouldn't be out of line for this 20th century to have one as well."
Novak delivered his radical message in smooth, professorial tones while
standing behind a lectern.
The three forces which blocked American capitalist expansion 200 years
ago, he said, were the Indians (who were gradually suppressed), the feudalists
with ties to the British crown (destroyed in the American revolution) and the
southern slave owners (eliminated after the Civil War). Novak called the last
two events "bourgeois democratic revolutions.

They followed a pattern, which he believes is being repeated, of revolution
(radical change) growing out of reform (small modifications of the extablished
social system).
"Liberal thinkers, and I assume there are quite a few around this campus,

Aelikre
Socialist theoretician George Novak spoke on campus Monday afternoon. He gave a history of America's two revolutions (the War of Independence and the Civil War) from a marxist point of view and predicted another revolution
for the 20th century. photo by karl ohls - trail staff

usually believe and teach that the two modes of development are
irreconcilable .. . Actually there two phases of development are organically
interconnected ...

"Revo4ution erupts and takes over when the piecemeal
revisions of the reformers no longer suffice to satisfy the demands of the

club to uproot niwa residents
by mike reed

opposition or the reaction tries to snatch back the concessions they granted

Residents of Niwa House feel that the rug is being

"Last year we had been told not to assign the House
for student use for this term," he said. "Lloyd Stuckey,

"In the last quarter of the 18th century it became necessary for the

pulled out from under them to make room for a faculty

the Business Vice President told the faculty that if they

American people to throw off their subject colonial status, get rid of foreign

didn't have formal plans ready by July, Housing would

tyranny, assert their sovereignty, achieve national unity and set up their own

club.
"We're being uprooted to make room for an indecisive

government. This may be remote but that's just what the Vietnamese have had

faculty committee," said Glenn Briscoe, unofficial

so Mr. Stuckey wrote and said that we could use the

to do over the past 25 years by first expelling the French overlords and then
the American invaders from their homeland.

spokesman for the group. "They've been trying to get this
thing underway since last year," and have yet to submit

house —temporarily."
Matsunami conceded that the students weren't told
about the situation when they moved in in September,

under pressure.

get the House for one term. They didn't have them ready

"It should be understood that the American War of Independence was the

plans as to what they would do with the house when they

first war of this capitalist epoch. The founding fathers, it can be said, started

got it, he said. The House, located on the corner of 14th

but were notified about one month later. Another

this whole business that gave Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon so many

and Alder, is a spacious, single-level rambler with

deadline has been set for submission of plans, according

basement bedrooms, a garage and a fireplace. It has

to Matsunami, this one for December I.

headaches ... "
All the original colonial patriots sought to do "was improve their status
within the British empire, not withdraw from it," he continued. This changed

contributed, according to Briscoe, to the closeness of the

"Mr. Stuckey has tried twice to get a firm
commitment from them," he said. "Are they going to

eight guys who are living there now.

meet the December 1 deadline? I don't know."

when British actions resulted in local uprisings which "set up a dual power in

"We're really a close-knit group," he said, "and we

which either one goes the way of independence or faces extinction of all hopes

have bought things on a community basis. Now, because

Professor Ed Goman of the Math Department, who is

and rights."

of the unhappy factor of being moved, some of the guys

head of the Faculty Club Committee, responded

are looking into off-campus housing." In any case, he

affirmatively.
"The plans are now finalized," he said. "We have plans

For the next 70 years America prospered until a new revolution
threatened, said Novak. "The rift was .. . between two systems of production,

two types of ruling classes, two alignments of social forces situated in two
territorial sections of the same country.

"The leading antagonists were the southern cotton nobility, who had

said, the group will be broken up.
"They have given us until December 19 to be moved,"

for what's needed" to make the house an adequate

he continued. "So during finals week we'll have to worry

faculty meeting place. 'We're negotiating for someone to

about moving out, registration and finals."

make the noon meals, and perhaps an evening meal. We'll

become the paramount power in Washington (D.C.) as well as the south, and

While the University will provide alternative homing,

probably use the two basement bedrooms to house people

the anti-planter coalition centered in the north and headed by ... the

Briscoe said, it will likely be a "choice of the rotten

visiting campus and being interviewed for faculty

Republican party."

stuff," as all the desirable campus housing is already

positions. Now we have to put them up at the Doric

occupied.

(Doric Motor Hotel, downtown Tacoma)."

War was repeatedly staved off by compromise. "When Lincoln was elected
in 1860 it shifted the balance of national political power so much to the

Director of Housing Lloyd Matsunami agreed that it

Goman said that the July deadline was missed because

disadvantage of the slave holders that they refused to accept the outcome of

will be a rough time of year to have to move, but he

"our plans weren't formalized—we didn't want to go in

didn't feel that the Niwa House residents would

with any half-baked ideas." He stated that, while there

continued on page 14

necessarily end up in the least desirable housing.

may have been indecision on the part of the faculty last

'When students register in the Spring, some will be

year, this year there is none. "We've been charged by the

moving off campus, some will be moving on, and some

Faculty Senate to get going. I think most of the faculty

will be moving from hall to hall.

feels there is a need for this sort of thing—a place where

seniors will be leavingThe only ones who will register

the faculty can gather and communicate across academic
lines. It's important in terms of keeping the faculty from

ahead of the guys in the Niwa House will be students who

becoming too fragmented. I feel very strongly about

want to keep their own place. These guys will get priority

that."
Goman feels that the current faculty lunch room

"Transfer students will be coming in, and graduating

treatment."
Matsunami attempted to explain how the House has

which is located in the basement of the SUB next to

fallen in the hands of the faculty in the middle of a school

Cellar X is "quite inadequate, in terms of size,

year.

accomodations, the way it's run, the fact that it's used
only for the noon hour."
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OFFICERS
NEEDED
The Coast Guard Reserve has

who gets to push the plunger?
submitted by kups
(ZNS) If you've ever wanted to

below.
To enter, all you have to do is fill

blow up a 1000-ton bridge and send

out a postcard giving your name,

it crashing into a river, here's your

address, age and phone number and
sent it to The Daily Mail. The

chance.

openings for a variety of ratings. Put

"The Charleston Daily Mail" in

newspaper also asks you to briefly

your service skills back to work on a

West Virginia is sponsoring a contest

write an answer to the statement:

part-time basis.

to decide who gets to push a

"Why I want to blow up the bridge."

U.S.C.G. RECRUITING OFFICE
2000 TACOMA MALL, SUITE 141
TACOMA, WA. 98400

dynamite plunger on November 23rd

The mad bomber's name will be

to blow up the obsolete, 750-foot

drawn at random from the entries on

Kanawha City Bridge, sending it

November 20th by Charleston's

tumbling into the Kanawha River

Mayor John Hutchinson.
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alcohol et cetera
f?ditor's note-This is the third in a series of articles researched by Nelson
dealing with the use of alcohol on campus. In previous articles we have dealt
with UPS' administration policies and with the policies and practices at other
Washington schools. This week Mel Journey, Chief Enforcement Officer in this
area for the Washington State Liquor Control Board, was interviewed and the
actual statutes relating to UPS were researched.

by scott d. nelson
In researching the liquor laws of Washington, one is presented with a book
some 213 pages long. It quickly becomes apparent that there is no single
statute or law that can be easily defined or quickly understood.
Many definitions can be proffered but they can for the most part be
distilled down to the words of Officer Mel Journey of the state liquor control
board, "if anyone under the age of 21 is permitted to consume, then the
person permitting them to consume are in violation of the law, and the
persons under 21 consuming are in vioaation of the law."
Journey, interviewed earlier this week, made it clear, however, that minors
consuming discretely and in private are in little, if any, jeopardy from his
photo by gerry ianuzzi - trail staff

agency. It is the large sale-type functions and the boisterous parties that will

Nursing students take a break from their strict dormitory life to attend classes.

attract the attention of law officers.
On the matter of what denotes a "sale-type" function, Journey put to rest
the myths of ways to side-step the law by means of casino nights, movies, and
other activities at which liquor would be a sidelight. Journey said, (and the law
bears him out), "if they make any money, if they have any pecuniary gain,

nursing school notes rules

which is realized even by the sale of soft-drinks from vending machines or
food, then they are automatically a public place and consumption of liquor
therein is prohibited by law except by virtue of a valid banquet permit or
license." He added that a banquet permit does not legalize sale or distribution
to those under 21.
If this seems a bit extreme to you, Journey agrees. He commented after
making the above statement, that this was, after all, merely the letter of the
.

law and was not altogether practical in so far as enforcement was concerned.
Journey also insisted that there was no boogey-man type lurking about the
campus waiting to bust some unsuspecting (or perhaps unexpecting) group. "If
we don't get any complaints, we don't have anybody patrolling the campus,
and I don't intend to have anybody patrolling the campus on a regular basis,
listening for the sound of gurgling suds..." he said.

by ten i arrendondo

of Tacoma General and Mary Bridge Childrens' Hospitals,

Remember the good old days? They still exist at

the students are unable to have loud parties, limiting

Tacoma General School of Nursing. While most colleges

social activities. Alcohol is not allowed in the building.

around the country have loosened their dormitory rules,

But there are advantages to living in the dormitory. All

Tacoma General has not. The hospital administration

UPS and nursing classes are taught in Jackson Hall, easing

feels they are responsible to the parents for the safety and

transportation problems. Parents worry less about their

welfare of the students living in dormitory, Jackson Hall.

daughters knowing the hospital security guards watch the

Currently .67 female nursing students live in Jackson

building and make security checks. The rent is only $55 a

Hall. The rules of the dormitory are strict compared to

month which includes a phone and small refrigerator in

other dormitories. The students must check in and out of

each room, use of a washer and dryer, and the

the building on sign out cards as a fire safety precaution.

companionship of other female students. The

A curfew of midnight on week days and 2 am on weekend

library containing medical books and magazines necessary

is enforced. A student may, however, take a late leave

for study is open at all hours. The dorm life can be fun.

until 2 am or an overnight leave if she desires before 11

Occasional dormitory parties liven up the building.

pm. Male friends are not allowed on the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th

The rules of the dormitory can restrict one if the

floor of the building where the girls live. They may be on
the first floor or the basement. Because of the proximity

student lets it. The dorm life is what each student makes
it.

bikecentennial '76 slated
America's longest bike path is being readied for the
Bicentennial. It's the Trans-America Bicycle Trail, and is
being prepared by an organization called Bikecentennial

Choices range from 12 days for the shortest tour, to 82
days for riding crosscountry.
If you wish, you can ride with a group led by a
Bikecentennial-trained leader, and stay at the hostels

'76.
Journey's organization operates primarily on complaints, other than

During the past two years, the Bikecentennial

which the group has helped develop (called Bike-Inns).

routine visits to bars and other licensed facilities. Journey stated further that

organization--now some 40 strong--has been mapping out

Or, you can camp out all along the way, and ride at your

this was the cause of the current "heat" on organizations at UPS. The Liquor

the trail, all of which is on secondary, paved roads. One of

own pace. Either way, by registering with Bikecentennial,

Control Board received complaints last spring about sale-functions on campus.

the purposes of the trail is to take a good, long look at

you receive their well-researched guidebooks and maps.

He said that this was the first complaint to his knowledge and that having

historic and rural America at the same time. Toward this

The cost? Up to $600 to ride cross-country, with three

received no complaints in the past he had no reason to investigate on campus.

end, the trail parallels or traverses the Oregon trail, the

meals a day and overnights included. Other, less expensive

He added that some of the complaints that he has received have been from

Continental Divide trail, the Lewis and Clark trail, the

students themselves. This statement is validated by this reporter's knowledge

Sante Fe trail, and the Chisholm trail. It also goes through

options are available.
If cycling is your thing, contact Bikecentennial '76,

of at least one student who has done so in the recent past. The reasons for a

Colonial Virginia, the Ozarks, and the Great Plains.

P.O. Box 1034, Missoula, Montana 59801, for more

student calling in a complaint seem vague, but nonetheless it is a fact.
Asked to define the limitations of a "complaint" Journey replied that any

Not up to riding the 4,300 mile trail next summer?

information.

Bikecentennial is offering shorter trips along the way.

message received with information relating to alleged illegal distribution
and/or consumption would be investigated. The informer need not give their
name, only specify a place and time.
Continuing on the subject of investigation, Journey stated that he has in

pope debugged
(ZNS) Is nothing sacred?

the past advised UPS Safety and Securitylif complaints received and asked

Pope Paul the Sixth has given

them to attempt to deal with the situation rather than, " ... by Gestapo
arrest-type procedures!" Journey made it quite clear that this did not mean

orders to make sure the Sistine
Chapel is debugged.

that he or his agents would not make arrests, merely that they would prefer

The 78-year-old pontiff last week

not to. He related hopes that discretion would be used by everyone at UPS for

ordered that extreme security

if he continued to receive complaints "we'd just have to work it (reaction to

cautions be taken to ensure that the

the complaints) on an investigation and prosecution basis, .. . and someone
would have to be an example."

chapel--where the upcoming elections

In closing Journey reflected candidly that discretion was, indeed, the key.

for a new Pope are to be held--is not
being electronically monitored.

You're not going to get too many people complaining if someone is having a

The Pope, among other things,

quiet little get-together where nobody's being disturbed, or nobody's being

has ordered Chapel guards to secure

hurt; you just don't get complaints about that kind of thing."

two technicians to make an

Anyone contemplating activities which may border on breaking the liquor

electronic sweep on the chapel, to

laws of the state is well advised to be aware of the laws which they may be in

detect the presence of (quote)

violation of. A copy of the complete liquor laws of Washington is available for
examination in the Dean of Students Office.
The statutes vary from the ridiculous (it is unlawful to leave a child in a

kind for the recording, reproduction
or transmission of voices and

parked automobile while an adult enters an establishment selling liquor; it is

images."

33,500.000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
El I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

"technical instruments of whatsoever

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

unlawful to possess a keg, bottle, or box in which liquor has been packaged
without permission) to the very intricate and potentially very important (a
place is considered public if there is so much as a standard vending machine on
the premises; anyone who owns or has control of a given premises is held
responsible if a minor consumes liquor there).
However, if you are a true hard-core, take heart, the fine is less if you make
your own; the penalty for operation of a still is only $500. Next Week:
Feedback, Are Students Suffering?

We
FLOWER SHOP
Potted Plants

Cut Flowers

Corsages
3810 N 26th— 752-4250

Name
Address
City

State

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Zip
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dean search continues
attempt to inform and encourage communication

Pritchard, member of the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Visitors, and Hon. Nancy Holman, Adjunct

between members of the law school community, as well

Professor and King County Superior Court Judge.

Editor's note: This article is the one of a series which will

as between the law community and other interested

President Phibbs has reserved final selection of the

persons. For these reasons, information and articles are

dean for himself; the committee is charged with

actively solicited for this column in order to provide as

presenting to him either 3 or 5 candidates. Letters have

many diverse insights as possible.

already gone out to scholars and legal leaders , across the

Articles may be left in the Student Bar Association

country, advertisements have been placed in national

office, room 29, or in the "F" mailbox. The deadline is

periodicals, and personal recommendations are being

Friday for the following week's 'Trail".

followed up.
The deadl;ne for submission of resumes is December
15, 1975, at this time, the committee will narrow down

by randi fox

The Ad Hoc Dean Search Committee, created by
President Phibbs, is actively engaged in the process of
selecting nominees for the law school deanship which will

the tieid ot prospective candidates.
Many applicant qualifications, so are considered in

open this fall.

candidate review. From a student perspective, a positive

Professor I. Boyce Covington is the committee's

belief in the importance of continuing contacts with the

chairman, other representatives of the Law School faculty

entire law school community will be stressed, especially

include Professor Richard Settle, Assistant Professor

tight contacts with students over their needs: also a

and Associate Professor Thomas

strong teaching background should be stressed in order to

Holdych. Student interests are represented by Jim Street

get a primary emphasis on teaching. However, no single

and Lucy Isaki. The other 3 representatives on the
committee are Tom Davis, Dean of the University; Lou

screening of candidates begins.

Douglas Branson,

•

alternatives to practice symposium
In a continuing effort to offer placement assistance,
the law school administration and the Young Lawyers
Section of the Washington State Bar Association are
sponsoring a seminar on employment opportunities.
The meeting will be held in Class Room Three,
TODAY, between 2:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. Topics for
discussion include: "opening your own firm in Snohomish
County", "job hunting in Yakima," "your own office" in
Bremerton, job opportunties in Spokane, JAG (judge
advocate general), views from the desk of a large firm
interviewer, and starting a two person firm in Seattle. The
women's law collective will also have a speaker.

profile has yet emerged; and none is likely until the actual

_SAME- MODEL 301
Most loudspeakers are designed with symmetrical polar characteristics;
that is, the loudspeaker radiates the same spatial pattern to the left and
right side of the speaker. This symmetry, however, is necessary only for
monaural reproduction with a single speaker. The design of the Model 301
uses an extended range woofer facing forward and a tweeter on the side of
the enclosure angled toward the side wall of the room. This unusual
"asymmetrical" arrangement (Figure 1) produces a high proportion of
reflected sound at high frequencies using reflections off the side walls of
the room. Symmetrical stereo reproduction is maintained by constructing
the two stereo speakers as "mirror images" ol each other (Figure 2).
The audible result is expansion of the sound field beyond the spacing of
the speakers and accurate placement of the sound of instruments across
the entire breadth of the listening room.

Fig. 1 Asymmetrical construction of the Model 301 showing the Direct Energy
Control and the mirror image design of the stereo pair.

THE MODEL 301 DESIGN
To achieve the proper balance of reflected and direct sound with flat power
radiation in a compact bookshelf enclosure and to maintain flexibility of
placement is a major engineering challenge requiring a combination of
unusual design concepts.

worn
VIIIA

BLACK— DIRECT SOUND
WHITE—REFLECTED SOUND
Fig. 2 Stereo reproduction with the Model 301s placed horizontally to utilize
side wall reflections.

10323-B Plaza Drive S.W. 582-3600
Villa Plaza Tacoma, Washington 98499

Direct/Reflecting
Bookshelf Speaker System
0
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public opinion asked
on higher education
by paula plamondon
The twentieth in a series of

His was one of five classes visited by participants in the campus seminar program.

of the Council for Postsecondary

Chance.

Postsecondary Education 1976-1982

have related the written and verbal

was held at UPS on November 18.

comments submitted to them to the

management and student life and a

one . of several attempts to involve

luncheon in Kittredge Gallery with

alumni, parents and friends in the life

executives from across the nation last

faculty.

of UPS and is one of a number of

Friday when the University hosted a

Also on the agenda were a campus

programs to be conducted

special campus seminar program. The

tour, a faculty panel discussion on

throughout the country in the

schedule included a presentation by

teaching and learning and an informal

months ahead.

President Philip Phibbs, classroom

concluding session.

specific recommendations when
possible. Other concerns have been

Citizen member Mrs. Helen

written up and given to Council

Thompson were present to listen to

members, who have the

concerns and to answer questions on

presponsibility of approving the

the specific statements and 201

recommendations before they are

recommendations contained in the

implemented. The Council will begin

draft.

the approval process at their

visits, a seminar on University

The event, according to Shirley
Bushnell, director of development, is

In discussion, it was pointed out

coordinate the educational functions

that required coordination is

of postsecondary education

emphasized between local

institutions in Washington State.

educaitonal institutions to help

Different types of educational

prevent program overlap and

outlets—vocational- technical

duplication. The subject of

institutes, proprietary schools,

continuing education programs

community colleges, and public and

necessary to help professionals meet

private colleges and universities—are

licensing requirements was addressed.

all included in the scope of the

Tuition increase in public colleges

Council's recommendations. As a

and universities was discussed as

planning and coordinating body, the

being eminent. The Council

CPE issues state-level policy

endorsement of HJR 19 as a means of

statements which through its powers

helping finance private highei

of program review allows the CPE to

education students and subsequent

monitor the recommendations.

steps that need to be taken to allow
form of lab and course fees were also

review ... and development of

discussed.

impoverished areas to become

as soon as possible to CARE,

be the gift of life itself is CARE's
special offer this season, and is

self-sufficient. Or, a gift can help
bring safe water and schools to needy

98111.

particularly timely as the world

villages, or teach and equip farmers

hunger crisis continues in many parts

to grow more food.

of the developing world.

1 2 children a daily bowl of

remembered to CARE, along with a

nourishing porridge for a month; $5

joy, it is also a time for helping the

contribution for $2 or more per

gives 1,800 children a cup of

less fortunate. Both can be combined

name, CARE will send attractive

protein-enriched beverage; $10

in one gift, by sending CARE's

cards and envelopes to the donor : to

provides a group of poor farmers two

special holiday gift cards to friends,

tell of the meaningful tribute, and

full days' expert training to grow

relatives and business associates-and

CARE's American staffs will get the

helping the most unfortunate of

food or other life-saving aid most

more foods; $15 keeps a
CARE-MEDICO nurse on duty a full

all-the poorest of the poor families

needed to people in dire need.

day training local nurses and tending

overseas .. . providing aid around the

To allow time to receive the cards

for three children in a 40-pupil

A CARE gift can help feed

mailing, CARE recommends sending

classroom to educate children many

hungry children, heal the sick and

holiday donations and lists of names

years.

—UTILITY PAYMENTS, STATIONERY-FOOD S I AMPS-THANKSGIVING CARDS, REVLON COSMETICS-

prize for energy essay
The Association of Trial Lawyers of America has

$100. All winning essays then will be sent to ATLA for

announced that the subject of its 6th annual

judging by a panel of law professors who will select three

Environmental Law Essay Contest is "Energy Alternatives

finalists.

Attorney Norman J. Landau of New York City,
contest chairman, said "the current urgency from energy
sources has led to environmental abuses and investigation
of the environmental costs of pursuing alternate forms of
energy is needed."
Each law school will pick a winner who will receive

HIGHLAND HILL
CENTER
6th & PEARL
565-0363

6th Ave. & Proctor

help many poor people in

and the Law." The contest is open to all law students.

& TOLKIEI4 PUZZLES

311 SOUTH 11th

to many patients; $25 builds space

for adding personal messages and

year for years to come.

PoSTERS

donations is confidential): $2 serves

Traditionally a time for

/I CANADIAN WOOL YARNS
TABLE Looms

24' 4-14ARt4E-ss

C AR E's holiday gifts deliver

celebration and sending messages of

EVERYDAY

5 . 99 L0W PRICES 4 ' 69

USED RECORDS & BOOKS
GREEN TIGER CARDS

GREEK

RECORDS

4.97 SALE 3.97

STAINED GLA35

miracles of aid (the amount of

By simply sending names and

TAPES

We BUY, SELL, & TRADE

Frederick & Nelson, Seattle, Wa.

addresses of people to be

ITASAI

\\
Qv. 383-2041
SELECT BOOKS
WEAVING
\A \

better to give, best to care
A Holiday remembrance that can

SAVE A BUCK AT
BUDGET TAPE
& RECORDS

2616 6th Avenue

the Bay Area, Los Angeles and Seattle

this was discussed. User fees in the

process whiCh calls for periodic

Tacoma, Wash ingtor

she said.

December meeting and continue it at
their January meeting.

established body with authority to

383-4739

Several already have Taken place in

current plan

Chance and Peggy Anet and Council

executives on campus tour &ads
UPSNB-It was back to campus

the

Council staff members Dr. William

"The plan embraces a planning

and the classroom for 25 business

The staff members involved in
public review of

The Council for Postsecondary

UPS students Kirstine Deweyert (left) and Fred Grimm (right) stop for a breather during last Fridays' campus

Dr.

Recommendations for Washington

Education (CPE) is a legislatively

tour with Jack Doughty, managing editor of the Seattle Post Intelligencer.

reports, on each

recommendation," according to

Education's Planning and Policy

photo upsrth
Dr. Frank Hruza discussed "Shaping the Urban Environment" before a slightly expanded class last Friday.

progress

twenty public meetings on the draft

The finalists will received $500 each and will be flown

....m..m...mnoupoN••••••••••••=.1
I

Limit one coupon per customer

Limit 3

to ATLA's annual convention at Atlanta, Ga., to deliver
their essays before ATLA's Environmental Law Section.
The contest deadline is April 15,1976.
Any inquiries should be addressed to Ms. Barbara A.
Stein, Contest Coordinator, ATLA, 20 Garden St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

Cash value 1 /20cent.
1.11/11111=IMMIMINCLIP & SAVEIIMMINOMM/11/1
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L--scrivens

Finally, we should recognize the danger of fasting,
particularly of prolonged fasting. Physically a fast leads to
autolysis, self-digestion. In a long fast, one that lasts for
weeks, we run the danger of digesting needed tissue.
There have been cases of brain damage through prolonged
fasting. But the real danger is

psychological and

spiritual—the faster who simply stops eating and who does
nothing more. Fasting should not be entirely negative. It

fasting as a modern discipline

is first negative, then positive. If it is entirely
negative—the stopping of food—dark moods may descend
upon us, and despair may overwhelm us. At the least we
may miss the entertainment of eating, and at our worst

excerpts by pierce johnson

the war in Vietnam. Once again, this was under medical

Fasting is a chemical as well as a psychological and

supervision. The average American diet is 3,300 calories a

spiritual way of altering one's consciousness, and the

day; but research into longevity now suggests that a light

present crisis in food as well as in faith encourages us to

diet, such as 1,800 calories in the Caucasus or 1,200 in

reassess this ancient discipline.

Vilcabamba in Ecuador, is one of the factors accounting

Fasting is one of the oldest and most widespread

for the very long life of these people. This claim is also

strategies for the shaping of life. We can trace it back to

made for macrobiotic diets (balanced vegetarian diets for

we lose touch with life around us. Fasting can become
psychotic. This is why it is important to learn how to fast.
It is a great discipline, but it takes time to develop.

how to fast

primitive man. Does it come from the custom of

long life). The nutritionists have not yet arrived at a

mourning in which primitive man offered his own food

There are many ways of fasting, and each of us should

comprehensive understanding on which everyone can

and drink to the dead? We find evidence of this. A more

feel free to shape the style which serves our purposes.

agree. Adele Davis argued for a high protein diet for

Some of these suggestions might help:

pragmatic reason for fasting was found among the

energy, whereas Lawrence Lamb advocates a high

A good standard fast is for thirty-six hours. Stop

American Plains Indians. They discovered that abstinence

carbohydrate diet for a long life. No one challenges the

eating after dinner one evening, and break the fast with

from eating induces a state of sensitivity to visions and

value of short fasts, and nearly everyone believes that we

breakfast two days later. It takes about thirty-six hours to

dreams. In some cultures the fast may have been a

would be healthier if we ate a wiser and more sparing diet.

turn your body chemistry around.
There are many kinds of short fasts: One is to skip a

preparation for the sacramental eating of a ritual meal.
Fasting is far more than not eating, and there may be
almost as many reasons for fasting as for eating.
(At this point Chaplain Johnson devotes two pages to
tracing the history of fasting through the major world
religions.)

The major achievement of fasting, however, is the way

meal, perhaps skip lunch every Friday. Another could be

in which it raises one's consciousness. Self-denial is found

a one-day fast, a fast until sundown, or a fast during the

in every serious religion. We should deny our pride and

daylight hours.

self-will, but our denial should be more than cerebral. We
bring our feet into the act of denial when we walk

Always drink plenty of water during a fast, but
don't coddle your body with sips and snacks.

Discipline may be the first achievement in fasting. This

forward in a mini-pilgrimage to the altar rail to take

Sometimes a person fasts from a particular food,

means self-denial, self-control, and the endurance of

Communion. We kneel for prayer, and as we bend our

such as meat, sweets, or strong drink. Or one could go the

hardship. These things are not to be achieved just as ends

knees our legs participate in a preparation for communion

other direction and eat only certain foods. Try a cheese
and raisin fast.

in themselves. Usually discipline is considered a means to

with God. In fasting we literally hollow ourselves out to

an end. Fasting can be a means of getting yourself ready.

receive. The act of fasting can be a training in sensitivity.

Set the purpose of your fast. Name a cause to serve

But in some sense the disciplined life itself is the goal.

It is characterized by waiting, listening, sensing, a gentle

or a problem to resolve. Choose a text or a line which

Love, we say, is not just a symbol pointing us to God. No,

mindfulness to detail, and, surprisingly, a thankfulness for

expresses this purpose. Write it out.

God is love. And so the self-control which is achieved

being alive. There is often a certain inner aloofness in

through fasting is part of what we are. To practice fasting

fasting, a sense in which you possess your soul in a new

is a way of developing a life of discipline.

patience and a new freedom.

Covenant with others to keep the fast. Some people
can only undertake a fast with other people.
Create the setting for fasting. Use flowers, music,
poetry, signs, scripture, pictures, a walk in the
field—anything to create a sense of dedication.

The second discovery of fasting is the way in which it

The fourth insight learned from centuries of fasting is

affects the body. A number of different and sometimes

the power it gives one in resolving a problem. The

conflicting claims are made. A short fast rests the

problem may be personal. To fast is to get in touch with

eliminative organs and cleanses the body. There is no

the subliminal as well as the intellectual, and to unite all

You might choose to wear special clothes if you

disagreement here. Russian medicine is experimenting

that we are in the solution. The problem may be social, as

undertake fasting on a regular basis. One tradition has

Fasting is often deepened with silence. Gandhi
maintained silence on the day he fasted each week.

with long fasts of thirty days and more, in the hospital

in Gandhi's fasts for Indian independence. Here fasting is

been to wear white. Once again, sending signals to

and under a doctor's supervision, as a means of curing a

a way of gathering up your own resources through a form

yourself usually helps.

number of major illnesses. They report phenomenal

of self-suffering, and then of directing the soul-force of

Frame and fill your period of fasting with prayer

success. We all know that a person loses about a pound a

your life toward the resolution of the problem, perhaps as

and meditation. You might begin and end with prayer.

day in fasting, and so Dick Gregory went from 288 to 103

a visible witness, perhaps as an appeal to conscience,

pounds on a liquid diet in a year- and-a-half fast to protest

Invoke and affirm. Observe the canonical hours for prayer
(six, nine, twelve, three, and five o'clock). Create little

perhaps as a cry to God.

services.
Choose the psychological and spiritual mood for
your fast. Be positive.
Consider enlisting others in fasting through talking

UPS ALUMNI OWNED

and telephoning, canvassing your neighborhood, or
persuading your church.
Do something for someone in your fast. Write a
letter, sew a button, fix a light switch, visit a sick person,
be kind.
uelebrate the end of the fast with a prayer, a
service, a party, some special way of recognizing the
occasion.
Long-range goals might include rethinking your
life-style to include some kind of fasting on a regular
basis, perhaps weekly. You might undertake to learn some
spiritual discipline in which self-control plays a major
role, such as yoga, zen, prayer, or meditation.
lndeveloping your styles of fasting recognize that it is
a difficult discipline and takes time to develop. Do not
allow yourself to be easily discouraged. With practice it
can become a major way of raising your consciousness
and developing a disciplined life.

OUTRAGEOUSLY GOOD FOOD

r yards of tacoma

Steaks-Chicken-Fijian &Hawaiian Specialties

Full Moon Special
$1 Pitcher 7pm — 9pm
You Must Be 21 To Celebrate At 'The Old City Jail'

z

We Can Supply Your
Building Material Needs
-GET LOADED AT GRAYS3R14 6th 759-3546
2 Blocks West Of 6th & Union
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editor demands senate explanation
Why did the Student Senate unanimously pass
a resolution recommending an ASUPS fee increase
from $18 to $25 per semester?
Perhaps the ASUPS is floundering in debt.
Perhaps the ASUPS office is filled from floor to
ceiling with bills. Perhaps the 40% proposed
increase is in anticipation of an astounding 40%
inflation by next September. Perhaps new student
programs, services and activities are planned for
next year. Perhaps ASUPS President Lyle Gelbach
forsees purchase of another, even bigger and better
ID card machine next year. Or perhaps the Senate
plans to hoard "piles of gold" in the ASUPS bank
account.
Lyle Gelbach and the Student Senate are to be
commended for the well-kept secret of the
rationale behind the urgent need.
Since the student Senate does not have the
power to raise ASUPS fees, the resolution will go
to the Board of Trustees in the form of a student
recommendation. The board regulates all fees
collected at UPS and will therefore have the final
say on the fee increase issue.
When questioned about the need for the
increase at last Tuesday's Senate meeting, Gelbach
responded that it was to provide a "better tool"
for future governments. (Better than what I'm not
exactly sure. This does seem like a very evasive and
non-commital answer.)
Apparently the fee hike is not in lieu of any
new ideas, programs or plans by Gelbach or any of
the Student Senators.

While the president could cite no "specific"
need for the new monies, he insisted that the
increase was not unreasonable. He reasoned that
the $25 per semester UPS fee would still be lower
than PLU's $34 per semester and the UW's $37 per
quarter.
Since ASUPS executive officers and Senators
are elected to represent the students, they are
responsible to the students for their actions.
Maybe an increase is needed. Student fees have
not been raised at UPS in 10 years according to
University Financial Vice President Lloyd
Stuckey. And while this figure has remained
constant UPS tuition has risen from approximately
$1,000 in 1965 to almost $2,500 in 1975.
Balancing the budget and determining priorities
was a problem for ASUPS this year.
Does ASUPS have unpaid bills and debts?
What will an additional $35,000 sum be used
for?
Why wasn't the increase placed on a ballot
referendum for student vote?
Do student fees need to be raised from $18 to
$25 per semester?
There seem to be many unonswered questions.
Until Gelbach and the Senate explain
specifically what the additional funds will be used
for, I cannot support the ASUPS fee increase.

editorial

anna hibbard
trail editor

edops one
trail nailed on cover charge
Editor, the TRAIL:
Well in advance of the
deadline for the November 14
issue of the Trail, the Christian
Science Organization submitted
copy and a photograph in
connection with a Christian
Science Lecture to be held on
campus November 20, 1975. In
addition we purchased a large
ad. At the time we were assured
that if nothing else, mention of
this lecture would be made in the
"Off the Cuff" section of the
Trail. We are curious as to why
no mention at all was made of
this event anywhere in the Trail
except for in the ad we
purchased. The event was even
omitted from the events
calendar which appears on the
back page of the Trail. In the
past, we have been most pleased
with generous Trail coverage of
this annual, on-campus event.

For the past two years, both the
picture and article, as well as
mention in the weekly calendar
has occurred.
Perhaps the editor does not
realize what the Christian
Science Organization at UPS is.
This is a group comprised solely
of UPS students who meet
weekly in Kilworth Chapel. The
Christian Science Organization
has been active on UPS campus
since 1963 (an informal group
met regularly from 1957 until
1963 when the Organization as it
exists today was formed)
sponsoring annual Christian
Science Lectures for the campus
community as well as helping to
acquaint the campus with The
Christian Science Monitor.
Because coverage was
omitted from the Trail, we feel
that many students may not be

able to take advantage of this
worthwhile event.
Sincerely.
christian science
college organization
at the university of puget sound

shirley mc dougall
president
julie a. yeager
lecture committee chairman

Editor's note - Space in the
TRAIL is limited, therefore we
try to cover as many events and
interests possible. Since the
lecture did have an ad in the
paper, the space was used for
something that might otherwise
have gone unmentioned. An

monday declared
day of fasting
To the Editor,
This Monday, November 24th, has been
Fasting, and
declared a National
Day of
universities and colleges across the country are
urging students to participate in this fast for the
hungry people around the world.
This is the way in which the program has been
organized. First, the United States Congress has
named the day. Next, in the State of Washington,
Governor Evans, Mayor Uhlman of Seattle, Mayor
Johnston of Tacoma, and others have agreed to
fast and to establish this program. Half of the
money will go to seventy local food banks for the
hungry within the state. The other half will go to
CROP, the umbrella organization for Protestant,
Catholic, Jewish, and secular work for the hungry.
Its funds wil go to 30 needy countries in the
"Third World" from Bangladesh to Haiti.
UPS students, staff, and faculty are invited to
join the fast. The times set across the country are
from Sunday noon to Monday evening. It is to be
roughly a 30 hour fast, or any part of it that you
can manage. Each person is encouraged to give
money in two ways:
Skip your three meals on campus. This
means Sunday afternoon, Monday breakfast and
Monday lunch. This will save the raw food costs,
though not the overhead and labor, and Dick
Grimwood has agreed that the university can
contribute $1.50 to the Task Force on Hunger in

your name. If you skip two meals, or one meal,
then a lesser amount will be given. Food Service
will simply calculate the difference in the number
served.
You are also encouraged to give money. You
can give so much per hour that you fast. Try a
nickel or a dime. And secure sponsors to pledge
pennies or more for each hour that you fast. This
money raising idea works the same as a
walk-a-thon or bike-a-thon. Would $1.50 be a good
minimum goal in cash? Then your fasting could
contribute $3 toward the hungry.
You already know the need. There is now less
than 30 days of food in reserve for the hungry
around the world. A bad monsoon in India would
bring death by starvation, not to 100,000 people as
it said in last week's Trail, but to 100,000,000. No
one of us is going to end that problem. We are all
going to have to change our style of life. But some
poor person will be glad you helped.
Begin your fast on Sunday! You don't need to
sign up that to say that you are skipping the meals.
And bring your money contribution to Barbara
Mansfield in Room 208 in the SUB.
pierce johnson
university chaplain

apology, however, is extended
for not getting the event in the
calendar.
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grants, scholarships clarified
Dear Editor: The October 31 issue of the TRAIL
contained an article about the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Progrmm and encouraged
students to apply for this type of financial aid. By
way of this short note, I would like to clarify and
expand on two or three points in that article.
First, the Grants are ranging between $50 and
$1400 in the 1975-76 year. Last year, of course, the
maximum grant a student could receive under the
programStudents can apply for a Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant at any time during
the year. However, after May 15 it may not be
possible for the Office of Education to process the
application or compute the information provided
before the end of the fiscal year - June 30, 1976.
Normally the processing time for an application
takes four to six weeks, therefore, no 1975-76 Basic
Grants will be awarded after June 30, 1976.
Students at U.P.S. are not applying for these grant
funds to the extent expected. Because the Basic
Grant Program is quite different from the campus
based federal and state student aid programs, we
have found for example some students who did
not qualify for a National Direct Student Loan
were, in fact, eligible to receive funds from the
Basic Grant Program. It is for this reason that we
must assume more students should b applying for
this type of financial assistance.

charge for processing and an envelope is provided
in which the completee form can be mailed to the
Basic Grant Processing Center. Application packets
are available in the Office of Fianncial Aids. You
are invited to pick up these forms now!
We are also concerned with the advertisements in
the TRAIL promoting lists of "Unclaimed
Scholarships." A packet of these materials from
one of the ads indicated there were indeed 152
so-called "Unclaimed Scholarships" listed as of
September 5, 1975, however, very few would
actually benefit U.P S. students and we sincerely
doubt if many were, in fact, not used. We would
suggest extreme caution before requesting lists of
"Unclaimed Scholarships" of any type no matter
how legitimate the ad may appear. Students are
invited to review the list available in the Student
Financial Aid Office to first determine if they
would be eligible to apply for one or more of these
grants, and secondly, to help us confirm our
decision for alerting students of the questionable
value of these services.
The financial aid staff invites U.P S 4. students to
stop by if they should have questions concerning
any one or all of the federal, state, or institutional
student aid programs.
very truly yours,
lewis e. dibble

The application form is quite simple, there is no

director of financial aids

parking policy discriminatory
a word or two

Dear Editor,
There is a ludicrious and highly discriminatory policy currently
at our beloved university; the parking policy, Breathes there a driver
with spirit so calm that he or she has not been enraged by the
scriblings of the friendly car ticketer? The blame for this afront,
however, does not lie with the employees executing the policies, it
lies with the individuals who make it.
A case in point is the current practice of ticketing liberally while
the on campus parking area is cut by 1/3 to 1/2. While no one with a
sense of order would argue against the need for some policy, nor
would most of us fail to appreciate the savings of money by
surfacing the parking lot at this time (despite the inconvenience), no
one with a sense of justice could call the current operations fair. In
spite of the fact that the faculty has a far disporportionate number
of parking places reserved for their exclusive use, and that when late
for a class at UPS a parking spot becomes worth more than your
mother, students (who are effectively paying for the resurfacing) are
forced to catch-as-catch-can.
Another interesting fact is that if a student should fail to pay the
fine levied by one of Safety and Security's love notes, the fine is
raised and added to one's University bill. If you attempt to refuse to
pay the toll you may find your grades, diploma, and transcript
withheld ... because you parked in a faculty or personnel parking
slot.
I would like to ask someone who has a hand in making these
policies to explain these items to me and to demonstrate that faculty
and administration tickets are now being paid. Failing this, I would
ask for a little more equity in parking policies or, at least, their
suspension for other than fire lanes during the closure of the parking
lot. It is, after all, the students who pay the bills.
scott d. nelson

from the president's desk
oy philip phibbs
Last Thursday we had a group of visitors on campus
for a special seminar. These are individuals whom we hope
to interest in the life of the University. The seminar was
designed to provide them with information about the
Institution, its activities, and its plans for the future. At
the same time, we sought to give them a taste of life here
and a sense of the people who are this University.
From all reports, the seminar was a smashing success. I
have participated in programs of this kind at other

endlessly and diligently to make Homecoming the rousing
success it was despite wind, rain, and the wrath of nature.
The weather was a disappointment, but Matt and Robin's
spirit and dedication certainly were not."" "Special
Achievement Award" to the football team whose fine
record has been marred only by a momentary relaxation
in San Francisco and a highly debatable Ito put it mildly)
call in Oregon. Now, they deserve our special support at
the season's final game on Saturday in Portland. I expect
to see a mob of you there.*** •
"Tireless Worker Award" to George Madsen and Lucy

institutions and never have I seen one sparkle as this one

Hill in the Print Shop. Not everyone encounters these two

did. Its best and unique feature was the spontaneous and

special doers; you should. Their appetite for work, good

spirited intervention by students in the discussions. The

humor, and creative imaginations make a vital, but all to

visitors departed, in their own words, their heads spinning

infrequently noted, contribution to almost everything

with the ideas, impressions, and experiences of the day.

that is communicated at this Institution.

Unfortunately, I cannot possibly write a personal
note of appreciation to each member of the faculty, staff
and student body whose willingness to help and eager,
unbridled participation made this event so successful. I
hope this brief, broadcast account, in some way, gives you
a sense of the seminar's success and the key role which
you each played in it. I like to see this kind of community
cooperation. It produces remarkable results.

Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday for the year. It
brings a menu I especially enjoy—and I do like to eat good
food. It is also preeminently a family moment, a gathering
of special people. The family is a center of tensions and
ambivalent feelings, but also of love and unbreakable
bonds. Only personal loss and adversity seem to reveal its
true meaning and rich significance to us. Short of those

Special Recognition: "Greatest Improvement Award"

unhappy experiences, however, reflection on the meaning

to the soccer team whose fine victory over PLU last

of our family to each of us can enrich our sensitivities and

weekend capped a season marked by impressive

encourage us to reach out with new love and appreciation

improvement.•••• "Sustained Spirit Award" to Eileen

for those within the circle of our family.

Galt, Sally Jacobson, Sherri Dumdei, Erika Judson, Jill

I hope you will have a happy holiday, that it will, if

Wark, and Elaine Kittinger who have, game after game

possible, be within the warmth of your family, and that if

and with ingenuity, energy, and imagination, drawn the

it is not that you will give some thought to this group

cheers and support from the crowd that help to sustain

which will come to mean more and more to you over the

anonymity attacked

the exhausting efforts of our colleagues on the football

years as the frictions of intimacy are replaced by the

team as they represent us week after week. The

fruits of common ties and experiences.

Dear Editor,

cheerleaders' and the team's efforts were particularly

I cannot end without a reading list. The holidays

appreciated in the cold of Canada and the mud of

always bring some time for relaxation. My favcrite

Monmouth.**** "Nice People Award" to the Staff
Association which will hold its annual Dollars for Scholars

summer reading this year was Vita Sackville-West's, The
Edwardians. This is an old novel, but it is delightful and

luncheon on November 19, 1975 to raise scholarship

contemporary for two reasons. It deals with a young

funds for UPS students. These nice people work daily

person's search for identity and it is beautifully written. It
also offers, through the form of a novel, some fascinating

I think you may better women shouldn't play, or for
utilize the prime thinking pace the insincerity of not affixing
in this column than for your name to your complaint,
trivialities such as a woman nor, raising verbal objection at
the t:me of ocurrence.
involved in a soccer team, or for
the hypocrisy in stating the
Sincerely,
indiscrimination of the rules of
torn carver
the game, yet implying that

"for" students; and now they will again be giving gifts
"to" students.••••
"Above and Beyond the Call Award" at Matt
Silverman and Robin Chandler who planned and worked

autobiographical insights into Edwardian times and the
lives of a remarkable couple, Sir Harold Nicolson and Vita
Sackville-West.
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The paltry oft times
plunge the dagger

we watched helplessly
With my thumbs upturned into my throat.
I drive myself inward.

With violent implosion, my tongue

My heart spurts itself dry,
Dry of life's juices, dry

Still hungry, I breathe in my lungs,

as it fell past our grasp

•
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chrysalis
poetry by k. c. caine (left), mer donnell (right)
photography by gerry ianuzzi

Gray cotton
On silver satin
Flowers forgotten
As sky encumbers
The peaceful slumbers
Of a rainy day.

Artists, friend,
Who sleep at night with borrowed rest.
Sunlight is more than golden,
More than warm,
And life is in fogs, mirrors, and rhythm.
Sorrows, friend,
Moonlight.
That make us suffer for no one,
Silver shadows
No one in particular
Dancing, illuminating earth,
But the people who reach our hearts and not others.
Penetrating with slender fingers.
It is we
Diana.
Who bring the unknown in life
Beyond the senses recognized
And give it form.
We are the listeners
When the world is soundless
And blind
Because we are the few who see
And pained
Because we should understand
But don't
Because we too, are wracked.

Ct
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Things did not go well at Campus

Showcase Tuesday night.
The audience consisted of about

music hall is
an experience
by Janet dodge
The Victory Music Hall needs to
It's a dreary little chamber on the
next to the Pizza Haven. The interior
decorations consist of mostly blank
walls and about twenty little round
tables lit in the center by a candle.
There are a few posters but otherwise
The

that was rather haunting with shrills
and wailing.

30 people which was too small of a

It was too bad that there were not

more people present. If there had

Voss-guitarist played or said. The

been, the atmosphere might have

most sensational act done by the

been more comfortable for Voss and

audience all evening was soft and

she would have able to act more like

polite applause at the end of each

a performer. She seemed lost
between trying to decide what her

Jane Voss is from San Francisco

corner of 6th and Anderson right

one song in acappella and another

group to react to anything that Jane

song.

be experienced to be understood.

things are pretty barren.

campus showcase deserted

role would be; she was in a

on tour in the Northwest. Her songs

performing situation with a mike and

were mostly country-folk with a

lights, yet there were only a few

pre-pop influence. She did not do any

people scattered around the lounge in

self-composed songs.

an informal setting.

"Drunken Bar Room Blues", a

Campus Showcase has done

Jimmie Rogers number, was one of

better, but if this is their worst, they

the highlights of the evening. She did

have a pretty good recordl

atmosphere is unique.
The music on Wednesday.

lobberegt recital nov. 21

November 12 was really spectacular;
it featured Jorgan's Organ, a group
that had played at UPS a week
before. The group was very talented

by Joan lynott

He has soloed with his high school

Lobberegt, a

orchestra and the Tacoma Youth

senior at the University of Puget

Symphony and has been guest artist

overwhelmed with the original pieces.

Sound, will present his senior recital

at the Tacoma Ladies Music Club and

The audience consisted of about fifty

Friday, November 21, at 8:15 pm in

the Richland Camerata Concert

Jacobsen Recital Hall.

Series. He also has been soloist with

and played mostly jazz and folk
music. It seemed that everyone found
it hard to sit still and were

people, of which a good percentage

Marvin Durning, left, and Jim Whittaker, right, will be speaking for vacation
hangers-on.

dun-wig, whittaker to appear

seemed to be music "freaks" (some
were just plain freaks).
Victory Music Hall is open on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights. It is
a non-profit organization run by
volunteers who aim to bring varieties
of listening music to anyone who will
stop by. It only costs a dollar and is
open to people of all ages. The
atmosphere is what the people make
it. And anyone can help paint, do
artist work, or wash windows to
create the interior design.
November 25, Brian Hoedel,
"guitar-flautist" will be featured with
friends on percussion. There will also

Pianist Michael

Lobberegt, whose program will

the Southwest Washington

ASUPS Lectures Committee will present two speakers early next week to

feature works by Muzio Clementi,

entertainthe hangers-on before Thanksgiving vacation. On Monday at 3:30

Robert Schumann and Ludwig van

Son of the Harry Lobberegts of

Marvin Durning, noted environmentalist will speak in Mc 006. Tuesday

Beethoven, twice has been named

Tacoma, the pianist has studied with

evening at 7:30 Jim Whittaker world famous mountaineer will present a slide

collegiate winner in Washington and

Gloria Wiley, Dr. William Doppmann

show from his recent attempt to scale the second highest peak in the world —

the Northwest region of the Music

of the Univeristy of Texas and Dr.

K-2.
Durning, a Phi Beta Kappa at Dartmouth and a Rhodes Scholar was named

Teachers National Association piano

Istvan Nadas of Washington State

auditions. Winner of the Batelle

University. He currently is a student

the Conservationist of the Year in 1965 by then President Lyndon B. Johnson.

Young Artist Series auditions, he was

of Professor David Kaiserman of the

He is currently in private practice in Seattle. His concern for the future of our

featured soloist in a January 1974

UPS faculty.

planet is well known,and his presentations offer valuable insights into what we

recital at Batelle Rgundation Hall,

may do to preserve and protect our fragile environment

Seattle.

Symphony.

The public may attend the
complimentary event.

Whittaker, was the first American to scale Mt. Everest and has climbed on
many occassions with the Kennedy family. He is generally acknowledged to be
one of the leading experts on mountaineering in the world. A question and
answer session will follow.

soprano/violin recital

be vocal soloists. The music will
consist of mostly guitar jazz. On

by joan lynott

November 26, "Jazzin Toget'er" will

University of Puget Sound music

be doing mostly Parker, Davis, Mork,
and other similar bop heads. The

3 winterim operas offered

Victory Music Hall has a unique way
about it that should be experienced
by everyone at least once in their life
time1

entertaining
by olivia donnell
U PS 's orchestral department
produced a most entertaining "all

The UPS music department will be presenting three
one-act operas this winterim. Associate Music Professor

Miss Ault, violinist and student
of professor Edward Seferian, will
play Prokofiev's Violin Sonata in D

Department, will head the productions by contemporary

Minor and the Bach E Major Violin

American composer Thomas Pasatieri.
Pasatieri's works have been done country-wide as well

Concerto. A member of the UPS

as with the Seattle Opera. Pasatieri will perform in Seattle

Chamber Orchestra and the Tacoma

in February. While rehearsing, he will visit UPS and come

Symphony Orchestra, she has studied

to the opening night performance of the operas on
January 28th.

seasons, and director Daniel Lynch

successful comeback and stays on. The Women is about

did a fine job in guiding the orchestra

the struggle between the mother and wife of a man and

through a complete music

who loves him the most as well as who does he love the

transformation from start to finish.

most. Signor Deluso a comic opera, will be a Westcoast

Starting first with two lively

premiere about an unwed girl who thinks her boyfriend is

concertos, they moved directly into a

unfaithful and it turns into a misunderstanding of

light and frolicking spring number,

apparent acts.

followed next by a more somber

Professor Goleeke hopes to draw a majority of his

summer piece. The autumn and

talent from people taking voice lessons at UPS. The

winter pieces and one final concerto

operas will be shown January 28, 29 and 30th at 8:15 pm

wound up the evening's performance.

in the inside little theater in Jones Hall.

The orchestra accomplished their
fantasy world of their own for nearly
two hours that evening. Enhancing
the mood of the pieces were several
beautiful

and tricky string solo's

which only contributed to the overall
polished performance by the
orchestra.
The UP,S . orchestra was indeed a
to. All those who
pleasure t;
. 1;isten
; • ,performances are in for
attend ftt
an extraorinikary evening.

campus.

Tom Somerville of the Drama

Hall, last Friday, November 14.
The emphasis was on the four

purpose, pulling the audience -into a

Jacobsen Recital Hall on the UPS

Tom Goleeke, working in full cooperation with Professors

The three operas featured include La Divina, The
Women, and Signor Deluso.
The subject of La Divina, a comic opera, is an aging
soprano who during her last performance makes a

Vivaldi concert" at Jacobsen Recital

will present a dual senior recital
Sunday, November 23, at 4 pm in

Jerry Allen and

vivaidi most

students Vicki Ault and Joy Burchett

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6:30 & 9:00 Mc 006

Robert Redford,
George Segal &Co.
heist TheHot Rock_ almost
E'LT,,,,LG_Ri(03,
by
g`L

254 with ASB card / $ 1.00 without ASB card

under Fran McDonald.
Works by Puccini, Johann Strauss
and Samuel Barber are among the
numbers to be sung by Miss Burchett,
soprano, accompanied by Jean
Morgan on piano. A faculty member
at Northwest College, the vocalist has
toured Scandinavia with a samll
singing group and has been a member
of the Adelphian Concert Choir. She
currently is a student of Dr. Thomas
Goleeke of the UPS music faculty.
The complimentary event is open
to the public.
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take a break, visit the library
You walk up the two steps, pull open the wooden

microfilm reading area which contains microfilm viewing

door of the large brick building and slam your hips

machines as well as a reader-printer machine which can

through one of three metal turnstiles—you have just

make copies of negative or positive standard microfilm.

entered the Collins Library at UPS ... Now what do you

Back issues of periodicals and some books are stored on

do with yourself??
With study materials in hand, you strut straight ahead

microfilm only.
In the basement is the audio-visual center which loans

across the carpet and right into the famous first floor

out all types of equipment including slide projectors, tape •

social gathering. Although the big sign reminds students

recorders, record players, cassette listeners and 16 mm

to be quiet for studiers, any UPS student knows better
than to attempt studying on the first floor. Sometimes,

projectors. There are also two preview rooms where small
groups or individuals may view films, slides or listen to

however, it is worth a study break to take a stroll through

recordings. In addition to these listening areas, the

this social center—who knows who you'll meet or what

basement has a typing area where pay typewriters are

new gossip you'll share??
Actually the library does have an enormous selection

located.
The library is well stocked with reference materials

of study areas. The studious crowd can be found in

such as periodical, document, literary and newspaper

recluse and often asleep, in carrels, on couches and behind

indexes, atlases, dictionaries, biographical works,

closed study room doors, on the balcony and second

encyclopedias and yearbooks.
As far as special collections go the basement of Collins

floor.
With approximately a quarter of a million volumes in

contains both federal and state documents, an array of

stock you might want to take advantage of the library

pamphlets including maps, oversized books, Shelmidine

borrowing privileges. These privileges are extended to all

rare book and manuscript rooms, a Pacific Northwest

registered students, faculty, trustees and employees of the

Archives and University Archives.

University. It is necessary to obtain a green and white,

Other incidentals that shouldn't be overlooked include
an assortment of college and university catalogs,

security number on it. The circulation desk is the place to

telephone directories, a lost and found at the circulation

apply for a library card.

desk, a Xerox copy machine, periodical and newspaper

library materials and exit through the proper gates,

displays and a suggestion box.
In their efforts to accommodate, if you can't find it in

otherwise a special electronic detection exit control

Collins they provide an interlibrary loan service,

device may lock the gates.

borrowing material from other libraries for UPS use, or

If you are a freshman or a transfer student, perhaps
you are unaware of the numerous services the UPS

since man first became industrialized. Many wastes
pollute the ocean. Marine pollution has already damaged
the environment and endangered humans in several areas.
Many beaches and bays have been closed for swimming,
lifeless zones have been created, numerous fish kills have
occured and it is estimated that one—fifth of the nation's
shellfish beds have been destroyed by pollution. Thor
Heyerdahl, in his trans—Atlantic ocean trip in 1970,
reported seeing many evidences of human activities miles
from any land. Along with all the garbage he saw large oil
slicks.
Oil on the water is a problem of post World War I
years and perhaps of limited duration until our natural
supplies are depleted. Nevertheless, the increased capacity
of oil tankers makes the threat of huge oil spills more
threatening.
In 1967, the 118,285 ton supertanker Torrey Canyon,

plastic laminated library card with your name and social

It is a good idea to use your card to charge out all

oil on the water
The ocean has been considered a vast garbage dump

you may recommend books or other materials for the
library to purchase.

fully laden, ran herself onto rocks off the Scilly Isles with
devastating results for the adjacent coasts of the English
Channel. The Torrey Canyon has become the symbol of
the environmental threat all supertankers represent.
The superspills of the last year have been spectacular:
The Metula covered 40 miles of Chilean coastline; the
Showa Maru spilled a million gallons of oil off Singapore;
the Jakob Maersk ran aground off Portugal, exploding
with 28.3 millions gallons of oil aboard; the Spartan
Lady, loaded with 5.9 million gallons of oil—broke in
two, 150 miles east of Atlantic City.

resource center provides for its students. There is a

Noel Mostert, author of Supership has written "The
fate of much of mankind has often been affected by ships
of various kinds, usually fighting ones, and the survival of
individual nations occasionally has been dependent upon

manilow and midler coming

shipping as a whole, as Britain's was for periods during the
Second World War, but never before has the continuation
of life itself for millions in every segment of the globe
been so inetricably linked to the daily passage of any

BARRY MANILOIN, who has already strung three
successive hit singles together this year, brings his band
and "Flashy Ladies" to Paramount Northwest for a
concert Saturday, Dec. 6 at 8:30 pm.
Manilow, who gained early recognition as Bette
Midier's arranger, conductor and pianist, has come into
his own as a music personality and performer. His talents
have earned him accolades like the Chicago Sun-Times
rave: "Manilow has got to be one of the best music men
of the 70's."
His top singles include the enormously popular
"Mandy," "It's a Miracle" and "Could It Be Magic." He
has recorded three Arista albums--"Barry Manilow,"
"Barry Manilow," and his new release "Trying to Get
the Feeling."
During his career, MANILOW has also written,
produced and sung an amazing number of successful radio
and television jingles. He has done creative work for
McDonald's, Jack-in-the-Box, Chevrolet and Pepsi-Cola
among others.
Tickets for the Northwest Releasing events are now on
sale at the Bon Marche and suburban outlets: Shoreline
Music, Lamont's in Burien, Campus Music, Bell, Book and
Candle in Bellevue and Bandwagon Music in Crossroads.

BETTE MID LER, called "the first electric
chanteuse ... a bona fide original" by The New York

one class of merchantmen. Without oil tankers, as recent
events have forced us to realize, much of the world would

Times, returns to Seattle for a three-night engagement at

simply stop."

the Paramount Northwest Theatre Wednesday through
Friday, Dec. 10-11-12 at 8:30 pm.

Until science provides an alternative source of energy,
oil will continue to be the principal cargo on the seas. Yet

Fresh from a one-woman Broadway show, "Clams on

neither the Congress nor the Coast Guard have established

The Halfshell," the redhead stars in The Bette Midler

better tanker operations or construction methods to

Revue, an evening of non-stop entertainment that

prevent spills.

combines numbers from her "On the Halfshell" show,

The Deepwater Port Act of 1974 authorized a study

rock and roll, torchy ballads, high camp, low comedy and

of uniform, strict—liability oil—spill legislation that

old fashioned nostalgia. Appearing with the "Divine Miss

would provide payment for clean—up costs and damages

M" are the Harlettes, the "flash with trash" trio that sets

from oil spills anywhere on the U.S. coast. Senator

the stage for Midler's unique talents.

Magnuson has gone ahead and sponsored the National Oil

Since her appearance in the Moore Theatre production

Pollution Liability and Compensation Act of 1975, which

of "Tommy" some years ago, MIDLER has gathered a

would establish a $250 million fund, through a small

devoted coterie of fans who have followed her career

user—fee—per—barrel carried, to pay for clean—up and

from an "overnight success" as an entertainer at

damage costs up to that amount. This bill should improve

Manhatten's famed Continental Baths through numerous

the "who pays for the spill?" situation.

television appearances, club dates in Las Vegas, Los

Oil in any amount is damaging to marine life. Sadly

Angeles, Chicago and New York, a Carnegie Hall concert

enough, even if the tanker gets the oil safely to its

and two New Year's Eve dates at Lincoln Center.
Tickets for the shows are on sale at the Bon Marche

67.2% of all oil pollution comes from used motor and

destination it can eventually end up in the water anyway.

and suburban outlets. Bette Midler is presented in Seattle

industrial oils. In the case of a large oil spill, efforts are

by KVI radio in cooperation with Northwest Releasing

made to contain and recover the spill to minimize

and Bill Graham.

environmental damage and to recover the oil. The
simplest method is to place straw or other absorbent
materials on the spill to soak up the oil. It is then buried
or burned. Bacteria capable of digesting hydrocarbons can
be added to the water to help biodegrade the oil.
Substances such as Sorb—Oil ©soak up the oil and it can
then be reclaimed.
Such methods would, of course, become unnecessary
if oil losses were stopped at their source. It is clearly of
economic as well as environmental concern to reduce

.,eate

these spills. Oil and water just don't mix.
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EVERY FRIDAY IS TACO DAY!
2 Lg. Homemade Tacos &
a Schooner for $1.25

All Day at HANKS
524 North K (near campus) MA7-9884

l

jjai
4Nrs

000Acs

throw 'em a bone

AIV
C RA

Fresh Organic Turkey For Thanksgiving
124 TACOMA AVE.

383-2126

Following hot on the scent of
such disaster films as Jaws, and its
sequel Jaws Two, Universal studios is
r eportedly cranking up its cameras to

hoot yet another catastrophe flick.
This one, The Los Angeles Times
reports, is a movie about a pack of
killer dogs. The title--you guessed
it---is Paws. --Zodiac
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o.t. woodshop could benefit students

minorities represented
at iwc meeting
by the coalition for protective legislation
The state-wide battle for protective legislation
returned to Seattle last night. In an intense and often
explosive meeting held under the auspices of the
Washington State Industrial Welfare Committee (IWC),
working people, representatives of labor, legislators, and
feminist, minority and gay organizations gave compelling
testimony protesting the loss of such basic job protections
as the 8-hour day, no mandatory overtime, meal and rest
breaks, and safe, humane working conditions.
The Seattle hearing was the final in a series of six
evening hearings that had been scheduled by the IWC after
receiving strong pressure from the Coalition For
Protective Legislation, labor leaders and legislators to hold
evening meetings when working poeple could attend. The
purpose of the meetings was to solicit public opinion on
the IWC's temporary industrial work orders currently up
for permament adoption.
The series ended last night with overwhelming support
for the Coalitions's demands for the IWC to guarantee the
eight-hour working day and extend to men the same

The Occupational Therapy Department's woodshop class teaches O.T. students the basics of woodworking, its therapeutic value, and
framiliarity with the tools involved. Last summer it was open to all students, which is something the instructor, Watson Wade, would like

to see again,

photos

by

gerry

ianuzzi

-

trail

staff

protections held only by women and minors previous to
the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment. The bulk of
the testimony charged that, while the IWC had been
mandated to extend and upgrade protective legislation,
they had instead cut protections, leaving the working
people of this state with fewer protections than were held
previously.
Testimony to this effect came from a broad range of
individuals and organizations. Labor groups included
Dining Room Employees Local No. 3, Teamsters Locals
No.'s 174 & 741, Association of Pulp and Paper Workers,
United Workers Union-Independent, American Federation
of Teachers, Telegraph Workers, and others.
Feminist and community groups included Action
Childcare Coalition, Radical Women, Freedom Socialist
Party, Union of Sexual Minorities, Seize the Time for
Oppressed People, Feminist Coordinating Council, the
National Organization for Women, Seattle Women's
Commission, and the Greater Seattle Council of Churches.
Joe Davis, President of the Washington State Labor
Council, testified saying he saw no option but to extend
comprehensive legislation to all working people. He also
supported the addition of lay people to the Committee
itself.
Fred Hyde, legal counsel to United Workers

Sanding wood is part of the process.

Student experiences the creativeness of building.

by liz code
Should woodshop be open to non-O.T. students?
The O.T. department, last summer, opened

up its

VVoodshop class to non-O.T. students. The class ordinarily
deals with teaching O.T. students how to utilize
woodworking in their careers and understand some of the
therapeutic aspects of it. However, another important
objective of the course is to get to know the safety factors
and practices concerned, and become familiar with the
materials, tools and skills involved. It is for these latter
objectives that Watson Wade, the co-ordinator and
professor of the class, feels that it again shquld be opened
to the entire UPS community as a course alternative this
summer. This is something that has been questioned by
UPS recently.
The course itself is geared to the basics. However, the
students use those basics and include their originality in
the kinds of materials and forms they use and create the
individuality that makes up the class. Some of the
materials range from driftwood to liquor crates, and
though the size is somewhat limited, the finished products
also vary quite a bit. There is also some woodcarving
involved, both free-standing and relief and if all goes well
Wade hopes to add a Bicenntenial flavour to this section
of the class this summer. It is not a cabinet-making class
but it does teach the students to utilize the skills they
have learned in class, in their projects.
The class had no more publicity than any other last
year, yet it filled up immediately. The interest,
participation and motivation were extremely encouraging
to the O.T. department and to Wade himself. He is most
enthusiastic about giving the class a chance with non-0T
students and is very pleased that it has worked out so
well. He believes that students should possess a respect of
working with wood, especially the power tools involved
and not fear them.
Probably one of the most important characteristics of
the class is the fact that there is a lot of interaction
between the people in the class. Wade explains: "I'm a
great one for mixing, I love to get involved and I think
wood is a great means to get people involved."

Union-Independent, pointed out that the amount of
overtime worked in Washington state in one week could
provide 108,000 jobs, while currently 100,000 people in

novak predicts_ continued from page 3

the state are drawing unemployment benefits. Many

War was repeatedly staved off by compromise. "When Lincoln was elected

conditions that resulted from a lack of comprehensive

in 1860 it shifted the balance of national political power so much to the

protections. Anne Guerry Hodderson, a truck driver for

disadvantage of the slave holders that they refused to accept the outcome of

United Parcel Service and a member of Teamsters Local

individual working people described intolerable working

the democratic election process, as reactionary ruling classes are want to do.

No. 174, noted that two of her supervisors were in

Look at Chile under Allende. TheSouthleft theUnionand unleashed the Civil
War.

attendance and she was risking her job by testifying. In an

"The Republican Party had not been revolutionary ... they were

overtime at UPS and the regular lack of rest breaks and

reformists who wanted to curb and contain slave power, but not crush it, but

emotionally charged statement she told of forced
lunch breaks caused by an increased workload.

were willing to maintain slavery wherever it existed, as Lincoln said time and
again.

"As Malcolm X said in another connection, 'After the failure of the ballots
in 1860 came the bullets of 1861."
Novak said that since that time people have clung to the idea of reform
"despite one disappointment after another. Perhaps you remember Johnson's
Great Society and his popgun war on poverty." This is because of the hope
"that this nioney-mad country can be reconstructed into a just, equitable,
peaceable and humane system" without a class confrontation.
Still, Novak sees the undercurrents of a socialist revolution. "The last
resistance to war makers, the growing resentments of black America, the
awakening of other oppressed nationalities, the dissidence among youth, the
rebellion among women and the increasingly critical attitudes among left
intellectuals .... are contributing to the making of a highly charged movement
arrayed against the ruthlessness of big business. This is accompanied by the
greatest corosion of confidence in the prospects of capitalism since the great
depression."

He thinks the current economic crush "ushering in harder times ahead,"
could be another major factor.
"The preconditionary revolutionary changes of the country are still in the
process of formation," 'he said. "When the time is right they will assert

Several legislators were present at the hearing,
including Representatives Dick King and Georgette Valle
and Senator Pete Francis. Representative Valle of the
31st district, who is sponsoring a legislative bill
guaranteeing an eight-hour working day, called for the
addition of five members to the IWC, one from organized
labor, one from a consumers organization, one from the
League of Women Voters, a representative of small
business, and a representative from the Coalition For
Protective Legislation.
Mary Reeves spoke for the Coalition, pointing out that
the large numbers of working people opposed to the
IWC's temporary orders . showed that the Committee,
mandated to protect workers, was in reality representing
the interests of business. She said, " ....you offer us only
a long list of justifications for the watered down
regulations .. . that . .. are a cover for the simple fact
that you have chosen, completely on your own authority
and against your legal mandate, to represent the interests
of management in this state as opposed to the interest of

themselves quite unexpectedly in full strength." He mentioned that

nearly one and one-half million workers." By the end

revolutions take place withsuch speed that they surprise all the participants.

of the hearing, it was clear that working people want and

As an example he cited Portugal, where "after four decades of dictatorship

need stronger protective legislation. However, William

they are suddenly in an unfinished evolutionary process."

Jacobs, the Chairman of the IWC, said he would consider

"A cynic has said, 'We learn from history and learn nothing from history.'
Perhaps that's true from the history courses you've taken up to now, I don't

the testimony but that he felt most of the demands were

know. In any event this need not be. The value of studying history in general

outside the authority of the IWC.
The Coalition plans to take their demands through

and the history of our own time and own country, from a Marxist point of

every possible channel to guarantee the 8-hour day and

view in particular, is to derive conclusions ... that enable us to torsee what is

comprehensive on-the-job protection. They say they

to come."

will strongly support the move to reconstitute the IWC to
contain representatives from labor, feminist and

Novak ended his speech by asking for support for the Socialist Workers
Party presidential candidates.

community groups.
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This Saturday the UPS loggers will play their last football aame of the season against Portland State University at Portland. Soon their seven wins, two losses and one draw will pass into the annals
of UPS sports history. On this page, culled from the TRAIL photo files, is a nostalgic three picture essay that sums up the past season.
photos by karl ohls

With a gizmo that gives your speakers
a complete cabinet to crossover check-up.
It's our $5,000 Hewlett-Packard Real
Time Analyzer. ("Response-a-flogger" for
short.) Hooked to a General Radio
random noise generator and a calibrated
mike, the response-a-flogger displays
your speakers' frequency response on an

oscilloscope screen. Then, if you like,
we make a permanent record of your
speakers' performance with a special
Polaroid camera.
Our next free response-a-flogger
Power Clinic is this Saturday 12-6 pm.
Another service of Speakerlab, the only
store in town where you can
.

.

.

Test the Power.

faeakeela

LAKEWOOD CENTER—Near the Corner of
Gravelly Lake Drive and Bridgeport Way.

-

trail staff
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football seniors great
by ty morris
This Saturday evening when the Loggers do battle with the Portland State

sports

Vikings, 14 seniors wil wear the Logger green and gold for the last time.
Seniors set the tone of a football program. They are responsible for the
image and emotions of the whole football team. As a closely knit, loose bunch
of individuals, they have made a point to get to know one another.

soccer loggers

They have a diversity of interests ranging to things such as poetry and
chess. They are guys who enjoy these things for their aesthetic value.

stun plu 2-1

Here is a look at men, who before leaving, have set a precedent that has
put UPS football back where it belongs in national prominence. Coach Paul

The University of Puget Sound

Wallrof says, "They are a privileged group of guys who have pushed themselves

soccer team went out in a blaze of

relentlessly for many years in the classroom and on the gridiron, and are an
elite bunch."

glory last Saturday, coming up with a
2-1 win over cross-town rival Pacific

The Spokane Falls Gang form a constituent that is mad about the game.

Lutheran University.

Jim Hatch, the nifty running back, has done all that's been asked of him, a guy

Eighteen minutes into the game,

who's played with all he's got and more. Jim will pursue a career in law in the

senior Norman Berg carried a Nick

future. Gordie Elliott, Logger defensive signal caller, will take his youthful 3.6

Papini pass and rammed it past the

into postgrad school. Logger playboy Steve Lawson will continue his work as
an investigator for the public defendant of Tacoma.

PLU keeper. Then at 32 minutes into
the second half, Papini attempted

When Franco Washburn is not obsessed by his ambition of being the

another pass only to have it halted by

greatest fullback in football, he is building a strong background to carry with

a goal-front puddle where Earl

him into the investment field. Center Terry Harris will follow the ball into

Nausid slopped through and put it

some form of finance while quarterback Doug Holderman and defensive tackle

beyond the keepers reach. The

Mike Connors will enter into the business field. Jack Fabulich will also punt
himself into the finance business.

Loggers maintained their raggedness
and withheld against a wind-aided

The defense, an army of athletes, will be stung by graduation. Steve

PLU until the final minute when

"Donkey" Davies, the highly motivated crowd pleaser, hopes to go into

PLU's Randy Gardiner picked up a

coaching and teaching. The same is true for Greg "Bad News" Mitchell, who

loose ball in front of the net and

has helped make the Logger scene a love feast by his theory that excellent

placed it in for their lone score. Also

teams have fun while they play. Defensive tackle Dave "Big Dad" Rowan, who

noted for exemplary play were

has a smell for winning, wants to follow a literary career. Tom Nelson,

keeper Ken Tallquist and defensive

political science protege, may have the chance to pursue football life further as
a pro in the Canadian Football League.

sweeper Russ Steele.
The win gave the Loggers a season

What more superlatives can be used to describe linebackers Ron Reeves and

tally of four wins, five losses, and

Bill Linnenkohl? Only that they have rewritten the Logger book on

two ties, and ran their conference

linebacking while playing side by side for the past three years. Captain Ron

mark to four wins and four losses.

Senior football players, l-r: (front) Jim Hatch, Frank Washburn, Jack Fabulich,

Reeves typifies Logger football. He was born with the basic talents and did not

This represents one of the finest

Greg Mitchell, Doug Holderman, Ron Reeves, Bill Linnenkohl, (back) Gordon

perceive work as a dirty word. Before Ron hangs up his cleats one more honor

Logger soccer seasons in recent

Elliot, Mike Connors, Steve Lawson, Dave Rowan, Steve Davies, Tom Nelson.

school history.

mighty man Bill Linnenkohl, who has combined brain and brawn, is a torrid

penalty aided oce win

all round competitor. Bill will pursue a post graduate work at Stanford or
Baylor on the road to becoming a physiotherapist.
by ty morris

The University of Puget Sound Loggers found out just

45 yards in seven plays, capped by Clay Angle's 27 yard

how important officiating is in the outcome of their

touchdown strike, again to slotback Jim Hatch, which

football game Saturday afternoon at Monmouth, Oregon.

moved the Loggers ahead 27-23.

Unfortunately, they found out the hard way, losing 30-27

should be passed his way. "All-American" would sum up Ron completely. The

These senior men together have shared heartaches, joys, "busted" plays,
and made their own luck. They are personalities that have fit in better at UPS
than anywhere else. They are not jocks but have beaten the jocks at their own
specialty. This has made them far superior than they were.
Sadness will prevail as they depart from Baker Stadium, but the

What happened in the remaining minutes was an

in the last eleven seconds, to the Oregon College Wolves,

injustice to both teams: With just 50 seconds remaining

who closed out their season with a 9-0 record, and a

the Wolves started a comeback from their 40 yard line.

exuberance of memories and success will never die. They will take part of UPS
with them and for the good of us all leave a part of themselves behind.

questionable Northwest small college championship. The

Horn hit his tight end Steve Sears over the middle, but

game's winner was also slated as a sure bet to gain a bowl

since no visible clock, ran all afternoon, it was anybody's

berth in either of their divisions, the Wolves in the NAIA

guess as to how much time was remaining with the ball on

and the Loggers in the NCAA.

the Logger 25 yard line. After the Logger defensive

The women's crew has been
Men's crew coach Bill Kalenius
turning out on and off the water this expressed a feeling of optimism for
week in preparation for their regatta the women. "The girls look pretty

women's regatta tomorrow

The Loggers, cited as a bigger, faster and classier ball

secondary caused three incomplete passes, there were just

club, were penalized 10 times for 93 yards, to wipe out all

15 seconds remaining. One more incomplete pass would

tomorrow at Green Lake. They are well and they shouldn't be

UPS's drives. The Wolves of Oregon were not called for a

seal a victory for Puget Sound, who only wanted to

coached by Mark Hunt, a member of out-classed at the meet."

single penalty all day.
The Loggers battled back on the muddy ice field, as

escape from Monmouth before anything else could,

the men's crew team.

Wolf quarterback Tom Horn, using much time in the

Mark Smith over the middle. The ball was tipped by

huddle, hit for 18 of 33 passes and maneuvered the Wolves
into a 17-12 lead by half-time. The Loggers fell deeper into

receiver with just 11 seconds to go. Just as the Loggers

the hole in the third quarter, 23-12, due to the passing of

thought they had enhanced their bowl possibilities, the

Horn and running of half back Greg Shewbert who rolled

back judge on the play called pass interference. After

up huge chunks of yardage.
But Paul Wallrof's Loggers, showing the signs of a

the Logger 11 ,and the Loggers were victims of a last gasp

possibly happen. On the fourth down, Horn tried to hit

throw from Tom Horn to Bill Hilderbrand for the score

denied today (or so they thought).

and, unbelievably, OCE remained undefeated.

Now In Stock

With six minutes left in the third quarter, offensive
The call was truly unjust and the referee had no

for his third touchdown of the day. Going for the two

business even calling interference from his position on the

point conversion, Angle passed successfully to Jim Hatch

play. It is a pity to all concerned that a game of such

to make the score 23-20 with only three minutes

importance can be totally ruined by officiating of this

remaining in the third quarter. Jack Fabulich's punting

nature. This is college football and referees should be of

kept the Wolves tied up deep in their own end.

the same calibre. As Logger coach Paul Wallrof stated

COUPON --

I HOT WAX SPECIAL
I

by matt mc cully

With all post-season play-off hopes virtually wiped

success, but he has been out recently-with injured ribs.

out in last Saturday's controversial loss to OCE, the

His status for this weekend's game with UPS was

Logger football team closes out a highly successful season

unknown at press time. As the nation's sixth leading

this Saturday evening in Portland against what could be

passer, he has completed almost 60% of his aerials, for

the best team UPS has played all year, the Portland State

nearly 2,000 yards and 15 TD's.

Vikings.
UPS will bring a 7-2-1 record to the Civic Stadium

over five catches a game for six touchdown's and over 70

astro-turf, while PSU enters the contest at 7-3-0 with'

yards an outing.

losses to powerful Hawaii, Montana, and Montana State.

The Viking offense has averaged over 480 yards per
contest and 33.5 points each game, outscoring their
opponents 335-169.
UPS leads in the series five to two, with one contest

the NCAA Division 2 football world, as well as the

ending a tie. PSU won last year's contest in Tacoma,

number one passing attack in that same division.

45-25, but the Loggers captured the 1973 affair by a
whopping 54-7 margin in Portland.

Reg $2.50

I

99t

Certified Ski Binding Mechanic on Duty

Jones' primary target is John Mills, who has averaged

This will be the finale of the longest football season in

QB June Jones is the key to the Viking offensive

LU

0

"They will have to live with it for a long time to come."

last grid battle against psu

UPS history, 11 games.
PSU features the number one total offensive unit in

$18000

V d d 3 HS —NV

Midway through the fourth quarter the Loggers drove

HART
FREESTYLE

much protest to no avail, the Wolves had a first down on

team with great pride and character, were not to be

magician Clay Angle banged over from the one yard line

411
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Frank O'Loughlin and Larry Smith hit the intended

Ski & Snow Shoe
Rentals

111
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3907 6th W
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intramural programs active
phi delts football champs
Last week wrapped up the men's were played Wednesday, with the
intramural football season and final game played on Friday. Results
concluded the regular season soccer were not available at press time.
play.

swim meet
planned

The football results showed the
Phi DeIts defeating the Law School
7-0, in a 15 play overtime period, to
advance to the finals. In the other
semi-final game the Beta's dominated

Swimming is next on the men's

the Sigma Nu's in a 14-0 win. The

intramural agenda. The swim meet

Beta's and Phi DeIts met in the final
game and the Beta's came out on top

will be held Wednesday, December
10 at 3:30 pm.

19-3, to take the 1M football

As in last year's meet the events

championship.
The final point standings for

will include: 50 yard butterfly, 50

football were: Beta, Phi DeIt, Law

breaststroke, 50 yard freestyle, 100

School, SAE, Theta Chi.

yard individual medley, 100 yard

yard backstroke, 50 yard

The soccer semi-finals, SAE vs.

freestyle medley, 200 yard freestyle

bowman plans track
Track and field competition is the
next thing on busy coach Dawn

player of the week

`donkey' cited

Bowman's mind. However, unless

Defensive end Steve "Donkey"

she has a minimum of twenty

Davies led the Logger defensive vnit

The 6-0, 190 pounder has had a

women turning out she will not

in last Saturday's controversial

fine career at UPS. Last year he

coach a track and field team.
Thursday, December.4, at 7 pm in

contest with Oregon College of

finished third on the team in
defensive points behind the same pair

Bowman's office in the Gym, there

Education.
Davies made six unassisted and

will be an orientation meeting held.

two assisted tackles, caused one OCE

team with an outstanding 11

"Anyone interested" from

fumble, and sacked Wolf QB Tom

quarterback sacks. He was named to

competitors to women who just want
to keep in shape are encouraged to

Horn twice.
The senior from Stadium high in

second team for his performance in

attend. In fact, "all the women in the

Tacoma is curreytly third on the

1974.

school can be on the team if they are

team in defensive points with 110,

interested."
Pre-season conditioning begins in

behind linebackers Ron Reeves, and

Tomorrow afternoon's contest

Bill Linnenkohl. He is the team

will be the last for number 62 Steve

with three.

of linebackers as this year, and led the

the

•

Little All-Northwest squad

December and the first indoor meet

leader in QB sacks with four, in

Davies in a Logger uniform, who has

will be January 11. The outdoor

fumbles recovered with five, and tied

performed quite well for UPS stop

season begins with a meet March 27.

for the team lead in fumbles caused

corps the past two seasons.

Beta, and Sigma Nu vs. Law School

,relay and 200 yard medley relay.
a-I protests final results
The end seems to be just the

resulted in a 13-6 Tri-Delt win over

beginning in women's intramural

Anderson-Langdon, but the game was

football. Last week ended the season

put under protest by A-L. The results

as Ander son-La ngdon defeated

were decided by a women's IM

Gamma Phi Beta 14-0 and the

arbitration court on Wednesday, but

Tri-Delts beat the Theta's 14-0, in the

were not available.

VIL

playoff games. The final game

4.-

women's basketball ahead
December tirst marks the

The games will consist of eight

beginnidg of basketball season for

minute quarters, with a two minute

those involved in women's

intermission between quarters and

intramurals. This year there will be

ten minutes between halves. Rules

two leagues, the first consisting of

are basically the same as

five teams and the second of four, as

intercollegiate basketball.

tr.

r--

`-1

s,
Ott

ciptq

follows:
LEAGUE I

LEAGUE II

Tri Dolt

Kappa

Theta

Alpha Phi

A-L

Hawa i ians

Tenzler

Gamm a Phi

All games will be played at night
in the gym. The action should be
exciting, so take a break from
studying some night and come out
and support the girls.

Nurses

WOMEN'S IM BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

'colleen' the shots

by colleen mc kay

As the popularity of interscholastic, intercollegiate

physically benefitting himself, and understanding the

and professional sports grows, so does the number of

value of hard work." But he also considered that

spectators.

"spectators are a necessary sidelight in order to fund such

Webster's dictionary says a spectator is "a person who

high budget sports programs such as football and

sees or watches a given thing or event without an active

basketball."
A UPS basketball player feels that "the people who

8:00 Tri Delt vs Theta

Mon Dec 8
8:00 Alpha Phi vs Gamma Phi

9:00 A-L vs Tenzler

9:00 Kappa vs Hawaiians

American leaders have realized that fitness is important

derive the most from sports are the participants. I think

Wed Dec 3

Wed Dec 10

for a healthy nation as shown by the President's Council

originally they were for the participant. I think that

8:00 Tri Delt vs A-L

8:00 Tri Dolt vs Nurses

on Youth Fitness of the Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson

9:00 Hawaiians vs Gamma Phi

9:00 Theta vs TenzIer

and Nixon administrations. As the name suggests, these

spectators are taking over and that's not so good."
Another participant proponent said, "I don't like to

Thurs Dec 4
8:00 Kappa vs Alpha Phi

Thurs Dec 11

were geared toward physical fitness programs for youth.

be a spectator. Participants get more out of it because

8:00 Prelims

But, what about people who aren't in some learning

9:00 Theta vs Nurses

9:00 Prelims

institution?

they are participating."
Significant to me is the fact that no one I talked to

Fri Dec 5

Fri Dec 12

8:00 Tri Dolt vs Tenzler

8:00 Finals

Mon Dec 1

part." "Without taking an active part" is significant.

John F. Kennedy once tdld a gathering of sports

9:00 A-L vs Nurses

felt the spectator is the most important part of sports.

leaders and also the nation that the vigor and vitality of

However, people who look at another side of the issue

the nation depends on the degree to which boys and girls

Sun Dec 7

have the opportunity to participate in sports. He

answered, "Both."
"They're important for each other for psyche and

5:00 Theta vs A-L

disapproved of the tendency of Americans to enjoy sports

stuff. Other people on the team who aren't playing are

6:00 Tenzler vs Nurses

mainly as spectators.

spectators." says a UPS woman athlete.
A member of the TRAIL reporting staff feels that

*Note: Teams will be responsible for

7:00 Alpha Phi vs Hawaiians
8:00 Kappa Ys Gamma Phi

own timers and scorers. Officials will
be provided.

sports participation emphasized
To offset this tendency, Lyndon Johnson's council

1/

SKI WEST \

became the President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports. This emphasized more than just youth fitness, but
also a broad sports participation program.
Sports, also defined by Webster, are "1. any activity or
experience that gives enjoyment or recreation." Being a

SKI IDAHO

4 Days
3 Nights

Sun Valley

$99*

spectator fits this definition, but Webster adds "2. such an
activity requiring more or less vigorous bodily exertion
and carried on according to some traditional form or set
of rules, whether outdoors, as football, hunting golf,
racing, etc., or indoors, as basketball, bowling, squash,

SKI MONTANA
Big Mountain

4 Days
3 Nights

$103.75*

etc..".
Spectators don't quite fit this second definition since
they have no traditional rules and little or no vigorous

Includes Lifts plus 9 Meals
*Based On Double Occupancy'

exercise. Spectators do exercise their vocal chords, jump
up and down a bit at football games and occasionally riot
when their team wins the World Series but that's about
the extent of it.
Participants do fit the definition since they are "taking
part or actively sharing with others" in the sport.'

oloripuscrRANEL Cenuel
Olympic Village
Highland Hills
Gig Harbor
Tacoma
33 years
experience
\ 565-1213
858-9914

•

"Both are going to get something out of it. The
participant gets the thrill of competition. The spectator
gets a vicarious satisfaction . from the excitement of action
and interaction between people."
And another opinion set forth is "both, because sports
are intended to be a relaxing form of entertainment.
Some people ; - elax by participating and some get their
relaxation from watching."

sports not for spectators alone
Evidently, sports are for either the participant, or the
participant and spectators, but not for the spectators
alone.
Spectators pay money to watch the sport and this
helps fund the sport. They yell encouragement or
discouragement, which aids the players. Thus, spectators
can have some effect on the participant and his
performance. In fact, it's logical to believe that UCLA's
fans have had a large part in their success.
Spectators cannot survive without sports to watch or
else they wouldn't be spectators but participants can

who are sports for?

survive without spectators. This may be the only reason

So the question may be asked. Who are sports for—the
participant or the spectator?

fans. Maybe, though, UPS teams would be even more

Obviously, physical fitness wise, sports are more
important for the participant. But, what about otherwise?
A UPS wrestler put forth this opinion in favor of the
participant. "My concept of sports is to enlarge an
individual in terms of cooperation With teammates,

why UPS teams do so well in the absence of enthusiastic
successful with a better audience.
So, who

are sports for—the participant or the

spectator?
I think it was aptly put by a UPS baseball player. "It's
a unique combination. You can't have one without the..
other."
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bond works hard
by rod nichols
We've all heard of Dr. Phibbs, Dr. Ostransky,

and many of our other

renowned faculty members, but one We seldom hear of is probably the hardest
worker of them all.
Professor Alice C. Bond, known by all as "Miss Bond", is head of the
Physical Education Department. As women's athletic director,

her

responsibilities include scheduling and budgeting for all women's sports and all
other physical education activities. She also teaches many of the activity
classes, coaches a few of the women's varsity teams and supervises the others.
When Professor Bond arrived at UPS in 1947 she was the only member of
the Physical Education Department. The classes were similar to what they are
now, but participation was not good. The women's intercollegiate athletic
program consisted solely of field hockey. Now the women participate in field
hockey, basketball, volleyball, cross country, softball, tennis and swimming.
Bond stated that "students are more into physical activity now, especially the
women, who participate in almost as many sports as the men."
Looking towards the future, Bond expressed her hope that the Physical
Education Department would incorporate more "non-competitive" activities,
such as dance, rythms, and physical fitness activities. The reason for this type
of activity, as Bond put it, "would be to stir interest in those people who do
not participate in the competitive activities."
This year will

The UPS/PLU volleyball game illustrated top concentration and skills.

be a busy year for Professor Bond as she prepares to retire

next year. The Physical Education Department is in the process of finding
someone to take over for Alice Bond. Her spot will be a hard one to fill, as she

volleyball loggers defeat lutes

by rod nichols

has been at UPS for 28 years and has done a fantastic job during those years.

A capacity crowd filled the gym

their front line. Then, following a

Miss Bond will be greatly missed by the Physical Education Department and

and the excitement built as UPS

time out, the UPS players surprised

UPS. Leading

by all who knew her.

prepared to fight for the city

the Lutes by playing their own game.

scored what they thought was the

volleyball championship against the

Logger backcourt players set

winning point, but the referees ruled

PLU. Both teams hit the floor with a

beautiful shots to the net and the

that the ball had been hit from out of

spirit that filled the gym with

front court smashed and dinked five

bounds without crossing the net. So,

anxiety.

straight points to regain their 13-12

play resumed and PLU was given a

The first game showed fast action

lead, this time for good as they

second life. Taking full advantage of

with no team totally dominating the

scored two more points for a second

it, it seemed as if they would come

play, although the Lutes held a slight

win and a 2-1 edge in the best of five

back to win, but the scrappy UPS

advantage. In the carefully played

series.

momentum had quickly changed to
14-10,

the Loggers

backcourt came up with some

The fourth gar-41e was by far the

amazing shots to keep the Loggers in

and corner shots. Although the score

most exciting as neither team

the game. The see-saw battle resulted

was close throughout the game, PLU

dominated. Both played perfect

in three ties at 14,15, and 16 before

held on to the lead to win 15-12.

volleyball, knowing that one mistake

UPS finally gained serve and scored

Fired up for the second game, the

might cost the game. PLU gained a

two points to win the game 18-16

Loggers hit to a quick 4-0 lead. PLU

slight lead as the Loggers set too

and take the match

called time, but nothing could stop

close to the net, which allowed the

game, each team set for net spikes

the "green machine". They stormed

taller Lute front four to dominate.

to an eight point lead as the Lutes

With the score tied 10-10, UPS

made mistakes and UPS capitalized

brought out the big guns as their, so

on them. After another PLU

far quiet, serving game began to come

time-out, the Loggers smashed die

alive. Serves were hard and deep

PLU defense for three unanswered
points and a 15-4 win.
Though badly beaten in the last

which gave PLU no chance for net
shots. Excitement was in the air

Come
izz
ht en_L.
FTD

M
E
Ek
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S

game PLU came out strong and,
helped by UPS miscues, took a
dominating 5-0 lead. During the
period between games, the Lutes had
changed their game plan, as they
began to set to their front line, using
theip height advantage. The Loggers
fought back to a 5-3 deficit and as
PLU called time the momentum
again seemed to be with UPS. When

play resumed UPS used smart floor
Alice Bond is as much an institution

at

UPS as the Gym.

play and hustle as they rattled off
three straight points, to get a 6-5
lead. However, the lead did not last

grapplers open season

long as PLU hit the net and pulled to
a 12-8 lead on stinging smashes from

by mike reed

CARE

The UPS grapplers open their dual-meet season at 1

HOLIDAY GREETING CARDS

pm this Saturday, entertaining Simon Fraser in the

Pe rsoNiNt.

Fieldhouse.
Pre-season injuries have caused headaches for Coach
Del Rossberg, but he's confident that "we'll have a full

S

team for Saturday. 1"11 probably have to juggle the
weights some, but they may have to, too. They did last
year."
The team will be notably strengthened by the release

BRING JOY TO THE WORLD...
BRING JOY TO HER.
A holiday donation to CARE may

The $2 minimum donation per

Phillips, all of whom will be wrestling in the upper

hour, Saturdays. Other hours if desired. Call 759-1262,

in a developing country a daily

weights. "The match will probably be determined in the

752-9365 or 627-2223.

bowl of nourishing porridge for a

card will serve 12 hungry children

month. See how far your dollars

118 to 158 lbs. last year, and that's where our strengths

will go when you send these at-

Junior John Smith, a transfer from Green River

WANTED:
Female age 21-24 to help share rent in a 2 bedroom

loved ones that you have given in

Community college, is one of those injured. A shoulder

apartment on college bus line. Close to shopping center.
Rent is $100 which includes phone. 86th and Pacific.

their honor.

injury which has given him problems from time to time
has flared up again. "He's hurt right now, but I'm pretty
sure he'll wrestle Saturday. A lot depends on how he feels
then."

You can order cards or send a

A

LA)*

tb)

The match will probably be conducted under
collegiate style rules, a factor which will help the Loggers.
"They wrestle freestyle all the time, and won't be used to
these rules. It will be to our advantage to wrestle
collegiate." Rossberg said.

tractive greetings! They tell your

Phone GR4-9067 after 1 pm.

a.

Sok Th‘w•

627-7161

give all season — the Gift of Life.

from football of Terry Higby, Jamie Jasper and Duke

lower weights," said Rossberg. "They were strong from

YOM eXIRA 70U01 FICRIST

REACH OUT AND TOUCH THEM
THE FTD FLORIST WAY

be the most important gift you

WANTED:
Strong female assistant for disabled woman. $2.00 per

are, too. Those will be the best matches."

Thanksgiving is almost here and
once again your thoughts are homeward bound. Send those loving
thoughts to the folks back home
with the beautiful FTD Homecomer
Bouquet, or a traditional Mum plant in a
decorative pot cover.
Come in and see our
many floral designs.

personal contribution to

9Ave.
1620 6:1

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6:30 & 9:00 Mc 006

The,
Hot Rock
2

oth

CENTURY-FOX
FRESE N TS

COLOR by DE: LUXE

HOLIDAY GIFT PLAN
NORTHWEST CARE Orr I CE
FREDERICK & NELSON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98111

25C with
with ASB card
$ 1.00 without ASB
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season ends

women swimmers cited

Last Friday's WCIC cross country

by colleen mc kay

race was a "nice conclusion to a

UPS first women's swim team is "off to a•good start"

season of high pressure competition,"

says student coach Phil Moseley.

said women's cross country coach

"With such a small team, we don't have very much

Dawn Bowman. Furthermore, the

depth but we have some good swimmers," he added.

meet concluded a season that

As a pre-season warm-up, the women's team competed
among themselves in an intrasquad meet last week.

"everyone is satisfied with."

Moseley felt the results were "excellent for this time in

were Sue Kauffman in sixth place

the season."

and Zelda Zabinsky in ninth place.

High placers for UPS in the meet

Varsity records were set in the meet by Kathy Larson

Although the season has ended,

in the 100 free and 50 back, Ann Tuttle in the 400 free,
Cris Bond in the 50 free, Liz Hendrix in the 50 fly and

conditioning has not. Next weekend

100 individual medley, Marla Seese in the 50 breast, and
both the 200 medley relay and free relay set records.

Coach Bowman's house for a team

Moseley feels his outstanding swimmers are Kathy

the Seattle Marathon on November

the women have a 26 mile run out to
dinner. They are also preparing for
29.

Larson, who has competed in AAU; Cris Bond, who is
"looking like a good freestyler and her butterfly is

Following that, everyone will

excellent;" Marla Seese, whose "times and strokes are

continue with individual conditioning

looking good;" and Liz Hendrix, whose "strokes are

programs to build strength,

looking good and she is doing well."
Other women turning out for the team are Ann

endurance, and a "total positive
mental attitude about running."

Hennigan, Laura Inveen, Gail Mitchell, Darch Ostien, Ann

Bowman calls the year

Tuttle, JoAnn Williams, Dani Wong and diver Judy Hall.

"Outstanding!" In addition, "the
attitude, enthusiasm and

Looking at the up-coming season, Moseley feels they

hardworking women" on her first

will have some good competition. Most important though,

cross country team ever will be

to him, this year is "a building year. If we lay the basis
now, it will be self-perpetuating."

"tough to match" in the years to
The season has ended but conditioning has not for the women's cross country team.

kalenius' crew 'hot to go

by colleen mc kav

come.

illness disqualifies harriers

"good experience because many of

Logger crew for Sunday's Head of

the men's crew T-shirts and last

the 'guys hadn't rowed before."

the Lake Regatta at the University of

weekend they were.
In the Green Lake Invitational,

The University of Puget Sound

the race. He was unable to finish the

two and a half lengths of open water

As somewhat an exhibition

cross-country team's hopes for an

near one mile that remained in the

the UPS men's crew entered four out

and the junior four by half a length.

regatta, competition should include

NCAA Division 2 placing went up in

meet.

of five events and placed in four.

Dave Chapman took second in the

all the Washington crew programs

smoke, you might say, at last

A team must have five

They competed against the Green

wherri, singles race. Chuck Shotwell

and also Canadian crews.

Saturday's season finale meet in

finishers to be considered for team

Lake crew, Lake Washington Rowing

and Chapman were in the winning

Kalenius figures the team will "do

Irvine, Cal.

placing, and since UPS was one of

Club, and Seattle Pacific.

shell of the "Ham 'n Egger", a race

all right" but the emphasis of the

The Logger's Willie Browne fell

two teams of 36 entries with only

Coach Bill Kalenius felt the

where shells are filled by crews drawn

,Head of the Lake regatta is "to show

victim to the California heat, suffered

five representatives, the collapse of

regatta "shows that the work we've

from a hat. Every name from each

that a lot of oarsmen have also been

a heat stroke, hyperventilated and

Browne eliminated the green and

team is in the hat.

rowing this fall," not just the

passed out,at the four-mile mark in

gold from a team placing.

"Hot to Go!" is on the back of

been doing is along the right line."
The meet, although "low key" was a

The Loggers won the junior-8 by

This regatta helped prepare the

Washington.

individual programs.

BIG 6 FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
Ski Season is Here!

Austin
BMW

*Lubes & Oil Change

MG
*Snow Tires

Peugot

Opel
Colt

Mercedes

*Tune-ups

Porsche

*Chains

Triumph

Datsun

Toyota
Fiat
Jaguar

*Major Repair

*Anti -freeze (For Gas Lines too!)

Ask About Our Winterizing Specials!

FREE RIDE
BACK TO CAMPUS

6TH & PROCTOR

VW
Volvo

759-3541

a.
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application available for norway
Northfield, Minnesota--The University of Oslo

'inquest' subject of sunday service
The Sunday morning service at

International Summer School will hold its 30th session

II a.m. will expiore

drama and religion on three levels: First, the actors will

from June 26 to August 6, 1976, in Oslo, Norway. 300

present a 20 minute scene from the new UPS play

students and teachers from about 45 nations are expected

"Inquest," a dramatization of the trial of Ethel and Julia

to attend the six-week program, studying a wide variety

Rosenberg; second, the actors will discuss what this drama

of liberal arts courses both on the graduate and

means to them, both as a religious theme and as a

undergraduate levels.

performance; and third. Professor Tom Somerville will

Credit is certified by the University of Oslo and is

wrestle with the meaning of the drama in his own

transferable to the majority of American universities.

philosophy of life.

Applications from the US and Canada are received and
processed at the Summer School's North American
Admissions Office located at St. Olaf College, Northfield,

fbi agent to speak

MN 55057. A catalogue and further information are
available upon request.

PHI KAPPA PHI PRESENTATION: In cooperation with
Law and Society classes and Law School classes, Phi
Kappa Phi presents Mr. James Girard, Special Agent of
the FBI, Tacoma Office, who will speak on the subject,
"Are Our Rights Killing Us?" A question and answer

Friday 21 Nov.

session follows. The University community is invited.

P.D.Q. Bach 12:15 Kilvvorth 30 cents

Time: 7:30 pm, November 23. Place: Kilworth Chapel

Campus Flick The Hot Rock 6:30 & 9:00 Mc006 25 cents

basement.

Victory Music Hall "Stovepipe" & "Shirley Jackson" 9 pm $1
Saturday 22 Nov.
IVlens' Cross Country NCAA division II Nationals Northridge, CA
Soccer

-

UPS at PLU

Wrestling
Football

-

-

Attention all science fiction fans—On Monday,
November 24, KUPS radio will present, through the

Simon Fraser at UPS

medium of dramatic reading, "The Sentinel" by Arthur C.

UPS at Portland State

Clarke. James Cobb will be the reader for this excellent

.Recital "Michael Lobberegt" 8:15 Jacobsen

story, which was the basis for the popular film "2001, A

Campus Flick The Hot Rock 6:30 & 9:00 pm Mc006 25 cents
Victory Music Hall "Woody Harris" 9 pm $1

kups to air sci-fi

Space Odyssey". Tune in at 8:00 pm for some stimulating
entertainment.

Stucco Burns 8 pm
Women's Cross Country Turkey Trot 2 pm Gig Harbor

christmas honored with candles
Joy to the world, the Christmas Season is coming.

Sunday 23 Nov.
Recital "Vicki Ault" & "Joy Burchett' 4 pm Jacobsen

Spurs would like you to join in the. spirit of Christmas by

Chapel Services 11:00 Kilworth

participating in a candle-lighting service.Come to the front

Catholic Mass 6 pm Kilworth

steps of Jones Hall at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, December
4th, and help spread the warmth of Christmas.

Monday 24 Nov.
Bookstore Christmas Book Sale
Marvin Durning 3:30 Mc006"
Tuesday 25 Nov.
Jim Whittaker 7:30 Mc006
Agape Fellowship 7 pm SUB rm 1

aletheia to present film
Aletheia presents Luchino Visconti 's film production
of The Stranger, by.Albert Camus, Friday, Nov. 21, 3:00
pm in Mc. 006. Prof. Michael Curley will introduce the
film and lead a discussion following the showing.

Bookstore Christmas Book Sale
Victory Music Hall "Brian Hoedel Quartet" 9 pm $1

spring graduates invited
All

Wednesday 26 Nov.
-

Seniors

interested

in

planning Spring

Commencement are invited to meet with President Phibbs

Victory Music Hall "Jazzing Together" 9 pm $1

and Dean English on Friday, Nov. 21, at 3 PM in the SUB

Maverick celebrates! 1 million served (out of desperation)

Lounge.

Thursday 27 Nov.

china friendship tour scheduled

Victory Music Hall "Open Variety Night" 9 pm $1
Turkey Time

Anyone interested in friendship tours to the People's
Democratic Republic of China should contact Yvonne
Schuur (UPS '75), 706 N. Pine, 752-9243. Applications

Friday 28 Nov.

are due now for a 3-week tour scheduled for February,

Leftover Day

and there will be two other tours in 1976, all under the
Saturday 29 Nov.
Women's Cross Country AAU Nationals San Francisco CA
Basketball

-

sponsorship of the U.S.-China Peoples' Friendship
Association.

UPS at Montana State

reading course offered
Do you want to read faster and comprehend better?

teaching tour of england planned
An opportunity to teach in British schools this
summer will highlight a tour designed for elementary

Sign up for the Accelerated Reading Class to be offered

teachers and administrators, according to Tom Bettis,

during Winterim, January 5 through January 29. The class

coordinator of the program and principal of Springbrook

will meet on Monday and Thursday evenings, 7:00-10:00

Elementary School in Kent.

pm. Improvement of reading rate and comprehension and
flexibility of reading rates are course goals.
Class size is limited to 20 students, so sign up now at
the Learning Skills Laboratory, 118 Howarth. A $25

Participants will leave Seattle July 3, 1976 and will
spend several days in London living with host families and
teaching in British schools before moving on to Culharn
College at the University of Oxford.

registration fee covers all materials except pencil and

While there, participants will attend workshops, hear

paper. A minimum $10 deposit is required at registration.

guest lecturers, attend a Shakespearean production at
Stratford-on-Avon and visit schools and nearby points of

Due to extensive painting, the Learning Skills
Laboratory will be closed next week, November 24-28.

interest.
Six hours of college credit is being offered by Western

The LSL will open as usual at 8.00 am, Monday,

Washington State College. The program is sponsored by

December 1.

the Center for Continuing Education at Western.

tickets available for concert
Beginning Friday morning at 8:30 A.M., a limited
number of tickets will be available for the 24th annual
concert of Christmas music by the University Madrigal
Singers, University of Puget Sound, under the direction of

Further information may be obtained by writing
Bettis at Springbrook Elementary School, Kent,
Washington 98031 or by calling him at (206) 852-9550,
Ext. 356. Reservations and non-refundable deposits must
be in no later than January 15, 1976.

Dr. Bruce Rodgers.
The tickets are complimentary for each of the five
scheduled performances, but they are required, as all seats
are reserved. Performances are scheduled for Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, December 10, II,
12, 13, and 14 at 8:15 nightly in Jacobsen Recital Hall,
Music Building. Tickets may be picked up at the Music
Building office, or people may call for tickets. The
number is 756-3253.
All tickets are released to the general public at the
same time on a first-comeifirst-served basis.

•Olt
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ups debaters bring home honors
At the large, highly competitive University of Oregon
tournament, attended by 25 schools, freshmen debaters
Steve Walker and Ed Skoviak and Bill Berman and Bruce
Schroeder, reached the Jr. Division quarterfinals. Senior
team members Russ Stenquist and Mark Lyon narrowly
missed Sr. Division quarterfinals. Bruce Schroeder also
took fourth place in extemporaneous speaking.
V.11.

